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ABSTRACT

KIMBERLY MILES DULA
AN EXPLORATION OF THE RELATIONSHIPS AMONG PUBLIC HBCU 6-YEAR 
GRADUATION RATES, INSTITUTIONAL FINANCIAL CHARACTERISTICS AND 
REVENUE DIVERSITY
Under the direction of EDWARD L. BOUIE, JR., Ed.D.

This study addressed the issue of relatively lower six-year graduation rates among 

the nation’s 40 publically funded, baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs. In doing so, it 

examined the potential presence of relationships among graduation rates, specific revenue 

streams and the degree of diversity associated with those revenue streams. The 

theoretical framework underpinning the study was an amalgamation of Pfeffer and 

Salancik’s (1978) Resource Dependence Theory (RDT) and Systems Theory as espoused 

by Bertalanffy (1968). The Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) model poses that in pursuing 

outcome attainment such as student graduation, these institutions would demonstrate the 

pursuit o f revenue diversification as an organizational response to perceived financial 

overdependence on resources obtained from external constituencies -  particularly state 

appropriations. Further, Systems Theory provides the complex mechanism linking fiscal 

policy as an organizational artifact of RDT, with six-year graduation rates as an 

institutional outcome. A two-stage factor analysis, followed by multiple regression, 

revealed the absence of a relevant relationship between six-year graduation rates and 

revenue diversity; the presence of a relevant relationship among six-year graduation rates,



state non-operating grants and institutional control variables; and a statistical model that 

is potentially predictive o f six-year graduation rates. The findings of this study provide 

incremental insight relative to the relationship between institutional fiscal policy and 

outcomes. Despite the problem and operational conditions precipitating the necessity for 

this study, researchers are encouraged to expand endeavors concerning this institutional 

subset in that analyses incorporating broader and deeper contextual aspects will move the 

field closer to more comprehensive and equitable assessments.

x



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 

In 1862, the Morrill Act was passed in an effort to render higher education as an 

accessible endeavor to the working class through the establishment of a land-grant 

college system (Mutakabbir, 2011). In terms of the prospect of the formal, pre-civil war 

education of blacks, this was primarily a Northern-state phenomenon, in that Southern 

states typically prohibited the practice (Brooks & Starks, 2011). During this era, the 

principal institutions that were involved in the education of blacks were Cheyney, 

Lincoln, and Wilberforce Universities (Lovett, 2011). In the sparse cases where such 

education was provided, this academic endeavor was primarily accomplished through the 

efforts of private colleges, with funding provided by benevolent organizations and 

Northern missionary societies (Avery, 2009; Brooks & Starks, 2011; Canty, Bland,

Mack, & Davis, 2012).

In 1890, the second Morrill Act was enacted in order to provide additional 

funding for land-grant institutions that were so designated by the initial legislation. 

Additionally, this act contained a provision to prohibit racial discrimination in admissions 

with respect to institutions receiving this funding (Morrill Act of 1890). However, in 

circumventing the prospect of forcing the racial integration of these institutions, the act 

facilitated compliance if funding was appropriated by the states for the formation of 

separate institutions for blacks. To exploit this stipulation, certain states either designated 

existing colleges as land-grant institutions for blacks or established new institutions as

1
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such (Mutakabbir, 2011). However, fulfilling the notion of separate-but-equal treatment 

as circumscribed by the Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) ruling would be subsequently 

questioned with respect to the U.S. Supreme Court decision on the Sweatt v. Painter 

(1950) case. In this ruling, the court found that the then Texas State University for 

Negroes did not meet the provisions embodied by Plessy v. Ferguson (1896).

By the 1930s, these institutions had developed into a substantive mechanism for 

the higher education of African Americans (Avery, 2009). In fact, by the late 1920s, 

HBCUs had begun to achieve inroads with respect to institutional accreditation (Canty et 

al., 2012). With the passage of the Higher Education Act of 1965 (HEA, 1965), the 

Historically Black College and University (HBCU) became officially defined as an 

institution that was founded prior to 1964 and served the primary mission of educating 

African Americans (HEA, 1965). These institutions reside in 19 states, with a 

preponderance of them being located in the South (Sink, 1995). Exceptions to this are 

the federally funded Howard University and the University of the Virgin Islands. The 

latter was designated as an HBCU by Congress in 1986 (Avery, 2009; Brooks & Starks, 

2011). More than 90% of the nation’s college-educated African Americans graduated 

from HBCUs prior to the outcome of the Brown v. Board of Education (1954) decision 

(Kim, 2011).

Today, there are 105 HBCUs, consisting of 51 four-year private; 40 four-year 

public; 3 two-year private; and 11 two-year public institutions (Integrated Postsecondary 

Education Data System [IPEDS], 2012). Collectively, they comprise only 3% of the 

nation’s institutions of higher learning (Brooks & Starks, 2011; Jackson & Nunn, 2003). 

However, they confer more than one-third of the four-year degrees awarded to African
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Americans, and HBCU graduates account for the following African-American degree 

attainment proportions: 75% of Ph.Ds; 46% of business executives; 50% of engineers; 

80% of federal judges; 50% of doctors; and 50% of attorneys (Brooks & Starks, 2011). 

HBCUs are instrumental in addressing the issue of access, in that through comparably 

lower tuition costs relative to their Traditionally White Institution (TWI) counterparts, 

HBCUs provide a key source of access to higher education for lower socioeconomic 

classes (Betsey, 2008). Further, a number of researchers cite the positive societal purpose 

and instrumental role that HBCUs play in the education of African Americans and other 

demographic segments they serve (Brooks & Starks, 2011; Canty et al., 2012).

In contrast to the societal accomplishments of HBCUs, a number of researchers 

ponder the prospect of their survivability given the current challenging fiscal 

environment in which institutions of higher education operate (Betsey, 2008; Brooks & 

Starks, 2011). Since the 1980s, these institutions have struggled with the financial 

ramifications associated with decreasing enrollment levels, among other adverse trends 

(Brooks & Starks, 2011). Thus, amidst an environment characterized by fiscal and 

operational challenges, a number of constituencies are beginning to question HBCU’s 

attractiveness as an educational option and their overall relevance (Canty et al., 2012; 

Kim, 2011). Alternatively, Brown and Ricard (2007) maintained that many view HBCUs 

as instrumental agents in preserving components of African-American ethnic identity. In 

any event, state government support o f colleges and universities is beginning to show 

signs of abatement. Leachman, Williams, and Johnson (2011) reported that as of 2011,

20 states had planned substantial cuts in postsecondary education funding, and these cuts 

were in addition to those enacted by 43 states since the beginning of the 2007 recession.
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Unfortunately, there exists a heavy reliance on behalf of public HBCUs on 

government funding in various forms (Evans, Evans, & Evans, 2002). Canty et al. (2012) 

issued caution in light o f this financial posture with respect to its inherent fiscal 

instability and potential for setting the stage for reactionary leadership and management. 

HBCU issues regarding the lack of funding and resources have begun to be integrated 

into the larger discussion of their relevancy and performance against their academic 

missions (Canty et al., 2012). There are increasing calls for greater HBCU attention to 

fundraising in the form of corporate grants, endowments, alumni giving, and other 

sources, in that robust fiscal health is critical to attracting and retaining faculty (Canty et 

al., 2012). While it is noted that some HBCUs such as Hampton, Spelman, Fisk, and 

Tuskegee have enjoyed relative success with respect to endowments, public HBCUs 

typically lag behind their private counterparts in terms of securing revenue sources o f this 

type (Canty et al., 2012; Evans et al., 2002).

The oft-cited historical underfunding of these institutions, particularly by state 

legislatures, has been charged to have curtailed their ability to offer attractive educational 

offerings and to diversify student populations, and has led to the termination of the 

existence of some institutions (Brooks & Starks, 2011). With respect to the purported 

underfunding, one is led to ponder whether this is a systemic phenomenon, perhaps 

rooted in historical inequity. Enduring litigation and case law seem to support this 

contention. As outlined by Lum (2001), Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 

precipitated states addressing discrimination against HBCUs through mechanisms such as 

the strengthening of institutional infrastructure. As of 1993, 11 of the 19 HBCU host 

states were either involved in litigation or deemed to be out of compliance as determined
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by the U.S. Department o f Education’s Office of Civil Rights. In 2001, the landmark 

Fordice case, which challenged a purported separate-but-unequal system of higher 

education in the state of Mississippi, was settled, calling for the distribution of $503 

million to enhance programs and infrastructure at the state’s three HBCUs (Lee, 2010).

As a footnote to the provision and aims of the Fordice settlement, Minor (2008) 

pointed out that even in light of the increase in Mississippi’s funding of HBCUs, as 

facilitated by the settlement, parity has still yet to be achieved relative to their TWI 

counterparts. Thus, while these institutions are collectively an important force within 

higher education, there appear to be remnants of institutional conditions as suggested by 

Sweatt v. Painter (1950). Further, Minor (2008) maintained that state budgeting 

practices, which amount to de facto discrimination against HBCUs, essentially serve to 

thwart the elimination of degree attainment disparities between them and TWIs. This, in 

turn, essentially inhibits the academic mission of those institutions that are regarded as 

best positioned to serve underrepresented segments of the U.S. population. The funding 

debate continues. This is evidenced by discussion regarding such at the National 

Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education’s (NAFEO) 38th National 

Dialogue on Blacks in Higher Education. This was punctuated by the comments of 

several of its speakers including Dr. Earl Richardson, who served as president emeritus of 

Morgan State University, which is one o f four Maryland HBCUs that are presently 

engaged in litigation over state funding disparities.

In 2006, a report entitled “A Test of Leadership: Charting the Future of US 

Higher Education” was produced by a commission appointed by then U.S. Secretary of 

Education Margaret Spellings (Spellings, 2006). This report, in essence, sounds the
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alarm with respect to the current status of higher education in the United States, 

beseeching a greater sense of urgency in improving the delivered quality and value of 

U.S. postsecondary education. One of the key implications of the report is that 

institutions appear to engage in a myopic focus on and reporting of admissions-related 

measures, versus others that would be more indicative of institutional performance, such 

as program of study completion and graduation rates. In doing so, the commission calls 

for an increased consideration by postsecondary educational institutions to measure and 

report meaningful student learning outcomes (Pike, Kuh, McCormick, Ethington, & 

Smart, 2009). Secondly, the report implies that accreditation agencies should restructure 

institutional assessment in such a way to establish outcomes such as graduation and 

retention rates as higher priority performance measures, as compared to traditionally 

reported institutional inputs and infrastructure-related resources. Given that regional 

accreditation is a principal qualifier for receiving federal student aid, a critical resource, it 

is arguably prudent for member institutions to devote appropriate attention to monitoring 

and if warranted, improving performance relative to these measures. Fischer (2005) also 

called attention to the increasing dialogue linking graduation rates to accountability. This 

is especially the case for Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs), in that a 

substantial portion of their enrollment revenue is attributable to students who qualify for 

federal financial aid (Brooks & Starks, 2011; Mercer, 2005).

At this juncture, HBCUs seem to be facing a bit of a quandary. Whether by 

purely economic circumstance or by systemic and/or systematic inequity, HBCUs are at 

what appears to be at a disadvantage as compared to their TWI counterparts with respect 

to state appropriated subsistence. However, relative to TWIs, HBCUs will be held to



identical standards with respect to institutional outcomes. The ability to successfully 

attain these outcomes is arguably tied to the extent to which funding sources, one of 

which is state appropriations, can be leveraged in ultimately facilitating student success. 

With potential fiscal handicaps operating against the backdrop of accountability 

demands, the question emerges as to whether HBCUs have begun to explore 

compensatory mechanisms such as modification of revenue structures for the purpose of 

addressing matters of financial resource inequity and the attainment o f organizational 

goals. Given such, certain fiscal policy initiatives, such as revenue structure modification, 

may serve as viable means, as manifested through the workings of complex intra- 

organizational linkages and functional relationships, for positively impacting 

accountability measures and outcomes such as graduation rates.

Statement of the Problem 

Schneider (2008) and Carey (2004; 2008) reported alarming statistics related to 

six-year college graduation rates of institutions of higher education, and even more 

disturbing outcomes for segments of racial minorities they serve. Specifically, Schneider 

(2008) reported that the median postsecondary graduation rate o f blacks is approximately 

10 percentage points lower than their white counterparts, and this applies to nearly all 

institutional classifications. This graduation rate disparity is even more pronounced when 

compared to their Asian peers (Stoops, 2004). On a positive note, Montgomery and 

Montgomery (2012) noted that HBCUs enjoy parity with, if not exceed, the performance 

of TWIs as it pertains to the graduation rates o f African Americans. Further, Rodgers and 

Summers (2008) pointed out that despite enrolling higher numbers of African Americans, 

TWIs award a disproportionately lower number of degrees to this constituency. Thus, the
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potential implication is that HBCUs are more successful than their TWI counterparts at 

retaining African-American students.

However, when viewed at the institutional level, devoid of comparisons 

specifically tied to certain demographically parsed student segments, a troubling 

condition exists. The six-year graduation rates of HBCUs average substantially less than 

their TWI counterparts (Lee, 2012; Montgomery & Montgomery, 2012; Study, 2011). In 

a study of graduation rates among a sample of institutions encompassing a three-year 

period, Montgomery and Montgomery (2012) reported average institutional graduation 

rates among publically funded HBCUs at 28.7%, as compared to 42.7% among publically 

funded TWIs and the combined public-private institutional national average of 51.9%.

To date, there is a scarcity of studies devoted to examining the persistence and 

graduation rates as they pertain to HBCUs (Betsey, 2008). In addressing the graduation 

rate problem, Schneider (2008) echoed the call for a greater focus and devotion to 

additional attention to these matters. Thus, the central problem addressed by this 

research effort is the incidence of relatively low graduation rates among publically 

funded HBCUs, especially relative to their publically funded TWI counterparts. This 

particular institutional subset was selected with respect to that fact that they appear to 

more prevalently suffer from the generalized issue of student degree non-completion. 

Additionally, they may be subjected to adverse trends regarding key funding sources 

upon which they depend, which may in some fashion, exacerbate the matter. Thus, this 

problem was addressed by an exploration of whether institutional choices relating to 

fiscal policy bore any substantive relationship to the degree to which the problem of low 

six-year graduation rates exists.
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A number of potential ramifications exist should this problem be allowed to 

persist. Mumper, Gladieux, King, and Corrigan (2011) reported that as of 2008, more 

than 32% of the $99 billion federal funding appropriations for higher education were 

devoted to providing direct aid to college students. In fact, a substantial portion of 

HBCU enrollment revenue is attributable to students who qualify for federal financial aid 

(Brooks & Starks, 2011; Mercer, 2005). One potential interpretation of the Spellings 

Report (Spellings, 2006) is that it signals the emergence of a trend towards increasing 

emphasis on improved outcomes and potentially tying those outcomes to the provision of 

institutional financial support. In the case of HBCUs, such financial support is life 

sustaining. An HBCU failure to address and improve performance relative to an 

emerging key criterion for such support is a potential endangerment of their future 

survival.

Other ramifications of the persistence of this problem face the primary 

constituency of higher education: students. The National Center for Educational 

Statistics (NCES, 2012) reported that young adults with a bachelor’s degree typically 

earn 114% more than those without a high school diploma; 50% more than those who 

have attained a high school diploma; and 22% more than those with an associate’s 

degree. It also reports that employment rates are positively associated with higher levels 

of educational attainment. Over a lifetime of earnings, a person with a bachelor’s degree 

is expected to exceed the earnings of that of a non-degreed person by approximately one 

million dollars (Day & Newburger, 2002).

Accompanying the economic benefits are those that are more difficult to quantify, 

but are nonetheless of a significant personal nature. The Institute for Higher Education
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Policy (1998) reported that college graduates tend to enjoy a greater level o f overall 

health, which leads to greater life expectancy. Other studies (Dawson, 1991; Fields & 

Smith, 1998) have cited the positive generational impact of educational attainment, 

implying that the financial benefits of educational attainment liken the possibility of 

parents facilitating the same for their children. Further, Dirks (1999) maintained that 

educational attainment is an enabler o f more diverse opportunities for personal and 

professional development. If the issue of low HBCU graduation rates is allowed to 

persist, and counteractive measures facilitated by research and scholarly activity are not 

instituted, those students who fail to attain degree completion stand to potentially forego 

the substantive financial and personal benefits linked to college success.

Purpose of the Study 

In that there exists a growing discussion of HBCU fiscal policies, as well as 

concern regarding their educational outcomes, this study set forth the purpose of 

exploring whether significant relationships existed among institutional revenue streams, 

the diversity associated with those streams, and the degree to which a key institutional 

outcome, six-year graduation rate, was attained at public, baccalaureate degree granting 

HBCUs. With respect to the formulation of ensuing research questions and statistical 

analyses, the study employed variables representing these revenue streams, whether on 

individual bases or combined into empirically justified variable groupings.

Research Questions 

This study addressed the following research questions:

RQ 1: Is there a relevant relationship between six-year graduation rates and 

institutional revenue diversity at public, baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs?
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• RQ2: Is there a relevant relationship between six-year graduation rates and 

institutional revenue source at public, baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs?

• RQ3: Are institutional revenue diversity and institutional revenue source 

potentially predictive of six-year graduation rates at public, baccalaureate degree 

granting HBCUs?

Theoretical Framework 

The theoretical framework proposed for explaining the linkages between 

institutional revenue, revenue diversity, and six-year graduation rate was actually an 

amalgamation or interaction between two theoretical concepts. Resource Dependence 

Theory illuminates institutional behavior surrounding choices of revenue pursuit. 

Furthermore, it was offered that systems theory, as pioneered by von Bertalanffy (1968), 

provided the linking mechanism between revenue policy and institutional action targeted 

towards promoting student retention, and ultimately, success, as epitomized by 

graduation.

This study explored institutional behavior regarding revenue policy through the 

lens of Resource Dependence Theory (RDT), as framed in the seminal work by Pfeffer 

and Salancik (1978). Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) conceptualized that sources of 

organizational power are circumscribed by relationships with external parties, and the 

associated consequences that result. Davis and Cobb (2009) pointed out that it is 

commonplace for discussions around organizational interaction and power to draw 

conceptual underpinnings from Resource Dependence Theory. Accordingly, Bastedo 

(2004) maintained that studies of organizations, especially those involving matters of 

performance and accountability that are devoid of consideration for the contextual
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influences of open systems environments, potentially lead to misunderstandings of the 

functioning of those organizations.

Resource Dependence Theory is a subset of the open systems perspective in that it 

purports that an organization’s adaptation to, and survivability within, its environment are 

linked to resources it receives from its providers (Bastedo, 2004). Arguably, the 

successful attainment of outcomes is integral to organizational survivability. This would 

lead to the notion that the effectiveness through which an organization achieves specific 

outcomes, which impact its sustenance and continued survivability, is likewise related to 

its environment and basis of resource procurement. Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) 

maintained that the nature of resource attainment is critically substantive to the adaptation 

and survivability o f the organization. Further, Winston (1999) acknowledged the 

linkages between revenues, decision-making, and long-term sustainability as such 

specifically applies to colleges and universities. This long-term sustainability is arguably 

linked to the ability o f the institution to achieve academic outcomes.

Conceptually, Resource Dependence Theory encompasses three core tenets.

First, it emphasizes the importance of social context. Secondly, it provides that 

institutions formulate policies to increase their positions relative to autonomy; and 

finally, the acknowledgement o f power as a key organizational attribute is essential to 

fully understanding organizational actions (Davis & Cobb, 2009).

Out o f these tenets arise institutional options regarding strategic choices for 

addressing issues in resource dependence. Such options, as prescribed by this framework 

for managing this dependence, include reducing interest in the resource; co-optation 

through integrating dominant party involvement in the organization’s power structure;
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enhancing power through organizational growth as facilitated through merger and 

acquisition; coordination of effort through alliances with peer organizations; and the 

identification and leveraging of alternative sources of supply (Casciaro & Piskorski,

2005; Davis & Cobb, 2009; Froelich 1999). This study focused on the institutional choice 

of the latter. Specifically, it incorporated the contention that in accordance with Resource 

Dependence Theory, public HBCUs, through reducing dependency on state 

appropriations and exploiting alternative funding sources, impact their autonomy and 

operational flexibility with respect to institutional action, in meeting desired outcomes 

such as student graduation.

While the linkage between institutional revenue policy and specific actions 

impacting student success and graduation may not be readily apparent, it was proposed 

that the associating mechanism was explained through the concept of systems theory (von 

Bertalanffy, 1968). In other words, this framework established the interconnectedness 

between institutional elements, such as revenue streams and programmatic activity, 

which served to positively influence student retention and graduation. A system, within 

the context o f systems theory, was characterized as an entity that is constituted by two or 

more interdependent components (Kast & Rosenweig, 1973). This interdependency 

established the contention that changes that occur in one part or component o f the system, 

indirectly affect one or more other parts via sometimes complex sequences of system 

component relationships (Bimbaum, 1988). Additionally, it is not uncommon for a 

significant time delay to separate initial causes from ultimate effects. These systems are 

also hierarchical, in that in addition to being part of larger systems, they can sometimes 

be subdivided into smaller complex, interacting and overlapping systems (Bimbaum,
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1988). These systems are also differentiated from their respective environments by 

boundaries. The nature o f the interaction between systems and their boundaries delineate 

whether they are classified as open or closed. Closed systems are characterized by 

adjectives such as definable, controllable, and predictable; whereas, open systems 

encompass many complex, uncertain interactions between elements, numerous inputs, 

and constant change (Bimbaum, 1988).

Colleges and universities have typically been classified as open systems that 

dynamically interact with their respective environments (Bastedo, 2004; Katz & Kahn, 

1978). These systems are engaged in an intercessory transformation of multiple inputs 

from external systems to multiple forms of output (“Organizational Theory,” 2012). As 

part of this process, they acquire key resources from their environments that support their 

survivability and evolution (Bastedo, 2004). Further, the very definition of “institution” 

also connotes that they are subject to external influences brought about by constituents 

outside the core organization; laws; regulations; and standards imposed by professional 

entities. Hinnings and Greenwood (1987) maintained that by virtue of the relationship of 

institutions to the public sector, they are likely to implement initiatives that are prescribed 

by this constituency. Given such, it can be argued that such implementations are artifacts 

of the control associated with these relationships.

By virtue of their innate characteristics, institutions of higher education have been 

described as loosely coupled systems (Bimbaum, 1988). Loose coupling, as compared to 

tight coupling, is a relative descriptor, in that it symbolizes the nature of the 

interdependences of the system subcomponents (Bimbaum, 1988). In tightly coupled 

systems, a change in one subcomponent produces a direct and magnitude-commensurate
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change in one or more subcomponents. Conversely, change-related responsiveness 

between subcomponents within loosely coupled systems may range from very little to 

substantive. In spite of changes in system elements, all subcomponents retain their 

respective operational identities. However, according to Bimbaum (1988), a noteworthy 

aspect of this loose coupling characteristic is structural and operational flexibility, in that 

it could enable an organization to respond to various and sometimes, competing demands. 

Arguably, this is the case for public HBCUs, in that they face contending with 

operational demands created by decreasing state appropriations, while addressing calls 

for improving institutional outcomes. In this respect, it could be reasoned that they are 

essentially faced with doing more with less, unless appropriate offsetting strategies are 

adopted. The institutional characteristics o f loose coupling and complex interactions 

between organizational elements, as embodied by systems theory, were proposed to 

collectively facilitate the linkage between financial characteristics such as revenue source 

and diversity, and six-year graduation rates.

Compounding the issue of shrinking state government appropriations is the 

question of whether or not certain aspects of the open systems playing field  in which 

HBCUs operate is a level one. In other words, potentially systemic and systematic 

inequities may have existed in determining the measure of these appropriations. Further, 

these may have, and continue to, financially handicap these institutions relative to their 

ability to meet organizational goals. In retaining their competitive posture as a viable 

higher education option for those they serve, it will be prudent for HBCUs to understand 

the nature of the system in which they operate, the factors that influence goal attainment, 

and greater insight relative to potential policy implementation for organizational success.
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Thus, this study embodied an exploration conducted to determine the relationships among 

HBCU revenue sources, revenue diversification, and organizational performance.

Further, organizational performance was gauged by six-year graduation rates, which is an 

emerging key outcome measure in the discourse regarding accountability in the higher 

education arena.

Conceptual Framework 

This study explored the relationships between the six-year graduation rate, and 

other variables representing institutional revenue source diversity and revenue sources. 

Additional variables, representing institutional selectivity and the proportion of full-time 

students receiving Pell Grant funding were employed as controls for ascertaining the 

presence of potential moderating relationships. Revenue diversity was represented by an 

index calculated from the proportional representation of 21 possible institutional revenue 

source classifications.

By virtue o f the institution’s characterization as a system with loose-coupling and 

complex, dynamic interactions between internal components, a linkage, albeit indirect, 

was proposed between the six-year graduation rate and revenue variables. Figure 1 

depicts these relationships.
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Figure 1. Conceptual Framework

By virtue of their classifications as public, state-supported institutions, 

the colleges and universities covered by this study are bound by the Government 

Accounting Standards Board (GASB) Statements 34 and 35 with respect to annual 

financial reporting. Thus, each of these operational revenue classifications mirrors 

GASB Statements 34 and 35 line items, as reported by each institution to the Integrated 

Postsecondary Educational Data System (IPEDS). Relatively few studies have been 

conducted to examine the relationship between graduation rates and institutional financial 

characteristics. Those studies that have been conducted have primarily focused on a 

limited number of financial variables (Titus 2006b, 2006c; Zhang, 2009). In addition to 

drawing upon conceptual insights facilitated by these studies, this effort is, to a certain 

degree, aligned with the rationale of the study conducted by Harris (2011), which 

extended the portfolio o f factors in uncovering potential relationships between graduation 

rate and financial factors. An initial consideration of all possible institutional revenue
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streams was conducted to comprehensively address the concept and potentially uncover 

relationships that may not have been discovered by previous empirical research.

A principal issue undertaken by this study was that o f instituting an acceptable 

operationalization of the concept of revenue diversity for the purposes of a quantitative 

analysis. Given such, this study utilized a model initially developed by Simpson (1949) 

to characterize species diversity within an ecological context. This model was later re

conceptualized by Herfindahl (1950) with respect to its application within the field of 

economics. For the purposes of this study, institutional revenue diversity was computed 

through the use o f a normalized inverse of the Simpson (1949) index. This index 

represents a mathematical measure o f the proportion of species within a community. 

Within the context of this study, each individual institutional revenue stream represented 

a particular species, and the community consisted of the collective portfolio of the 21 

potential revenue streams. Given such, a relatively high index was indicative of lower 

diversification; whereas, a lower index denoted a greater level of diversification or 

equality. Practically speaking, the former implied that institutional revenue streams were 

to a substantial degree concentrated among one or a relatively few sources; whereas, the 

latter pointed toward a state in which the streams were more evenly distributed among the 

potential sources. Under the organizational behavior implications of Resource 

Dependence Theory, reducing a potentially unhealthy dependence would involve a 

migration towards a state characterized by a relatively lower inverse Simpson index, 

which is indicative of higher revenue diversification. Relative to the somewhat 

counterintuitive mathematical relationship between the values of the index and the actual
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species diversity, an inverse transformation of the index was employed to address this 

issue during analyses.

Quantitatively, this study sought to determine if, and to what extent, institutional 

revenue source diversification, and individual or collective representations of revenue 

streams, exhibited statistically significant relationships with the six-year graduation rate 

variable. The outcomes of this study potentially serve to inform the leadership of public 

HBCUs of the potential benefits or ramifications o f institutional revenue diversification 

and other aspects of fiscal policy. This insight could further assist in the positioning of 

their respective institutions for meeting performance expectations that could potentially 

factor into the long-term viability of the organization. Specifically, it could provide 

insight as to whether revenue source diversification and particular revenue sources are 

related to higher six-year graduation rates.

Significance of the Study 

This study is a worthwhile research endeavor for a number of reasons. The first 

of which is that a number of integral stakeholders involved both directly and indirectly in 

the system of higher education stand to be positively impacted through its potential 

results and findings. These stakeholders are inclusive, but not necessarily limited to: 

public HBCU students and parents, as consumers o f higher education; prospective 

employers, as graduates of these institutions proceed to join firms as key resources in 

their transformative processes for contributing to local and national economies; 

governments and taxpayers, as financiers of state-supported higher education; and 

governmental policy makers.
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A higher level of insight into the impact of institutional revenue diversity and 

individual revenue sources on six-year graduation rates poses several benefits. First of 

all, the students o f these institutions and their parents are key beneficiaries in that they 

stand to directly benefit through the implementation of institutional policies and 

initiatives that improve their prospects for academic success. Employers and other 

constituents serve to reap the benefits of this endeavor, in that results that ultimately 

contribute to success in the overall goals of higher education as a cultivator of 

occupational talent, in turn, impact their ability to achieve their respective missions and 

organizational goals. Likewise, the states that host these institutions stand to benefit with 

respect to the fact that they may share in the success of HBCUs in terms of the economic 

benefits, higher levels of workforce competency, and revenue base enhancement 

facilitated through the intellectual and economic gains of HBCU graduates. The 

academic community at large will benefit in that this study serves to expand the body of 

knowledge of the role and impact of institutional characteristics with respect to 

institutional outcomes. This is noteworthy in that in addition to this enhancement, it 

addresses the HBCU, a significant element o f the U.S. higher education landscape. This 

contention is supported by Brooks and Starks (2011), who maintained that the attainment 

of many of the societal goals of host-states is predicated upon the survival and success of 

the resident HBCUs. With respect governmental policy makers, one could argue that 

greater insight into the relationships between institutional fiscal policy and outcomes 

could yield a more informed contextual foundation by which such policy decisions could 

be made. Finally, the institutions themselves and their respective leadership will be 

poised to benefit from a greater understanding of the relationship between institutional
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fiscal policy and outcomes. Such an understanding of the linkages between financial 

strategies and academic results will: enable more effective planning and the institution of 

policy and processes to achieve goals, which may prove instrumental in supporting 

recruitment as a by-product of institutional reputation; improving persistence via the 

provision of appropriate academic support infrastructure, unconstrained by funding- 

contingent obligations to state governments; and fostering the ability to acquire and 

expand funding sources.

Procedures

This study was quantitative in nature, in that it empirically sought to ascertain 

what relationships existed among the aforementioned variables. The exploration of such 

entailed the collection of numerical data on six-year graduation rates and institutional 

revenue sources. Data points for all variables were collected from IPEDS, which is the 

principal institutional data collection mechanism for the U.S. Department of Education’s 

National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES). The population addressed by this 

study was comprised of the 40 state-supported, baccalaureate degree-granting HBCUs 

that qualify for Title IV funding. In that data for all of these institutions were available 

and accessed through the IPEDS system, the sample employed for the study was 

equivalent to the population. In order to explore relationships between the variables, 

correlational analyses were employed using annual institutional revenue and graduation 

rate data.

Limitations and Delimitations 

In that the research questions incorporated by this study addressed a specific 

scope of institutions, the inherent benefit o f the available data was that they enabled the
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assessment o f the entire population of institutions in question. While this study sought to 

determine if relationships existed between certain institutional parameters, if  such 

relationships were identified, based upon the intended dataset employed, they were static 

in nature. There is some benefit to ascertaining how these relationships change over time, 

in that the relationships exist amidst potential institutional behavioral changes brought 

about through external interactions within an opens systems context. However, the lack 

of a longitudinal characteristic of data collection precluded such an assessment.

This study employed a secondary data source; therefore, the conduct of the study 

incorporated certain assumptions associated with the dataset. One of these assumptions 

was that the data collection mechanism was structured such that interpretation and 

reporting consistency across institutions was attained. A second assumption was that 

institutions exercised due diligence in data submission to ensure that reported data were 

accurate and appropriately represented institutional characteristics and graduation rate 

performance. In that inferences concerning the explored relationships flow from analyses 

of these data, the accuracy of such was linked directly to that of the data.

The principal purpose of this study was to ascertain the nature of relationships 

between institutional characteristics and a designated outcome. While the study 

potentially identified such relationships, the scope of this study did not incorporate the 

intention to illuminate specific behavioral traits and actions, at either the organizational 

or individual levels, that provide a detailed explanatory bridge among variables. It was 

assumed that the institutions in question, to some degree, may have implemented the 

Tinto and Pusser (2000) framework for proposed institutional action in impacting student 

outcomes. However, it was not the purpose of this study to ascertain exactly what those
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actions were. The theoretical frameworks served as explanatory mechanisms for 

institutional decisions regarding revenue sources, but did not address the particular uses 

of such funding, such as remedial instruction and specialized academic support programs. 

The inherent assumption was that organizational autonomy and operational flexibility 

with respect to programmatic decision-making afforded by unencumbered funding 

through revenue diversification were potential enablers of graduation rate maintenance 

and improvement. From the systems theory perspective, initiatives regarding fiscal 

policy and programmatic activity to promote student success are loosely coupled such 

that they maintain functional identify and uniqueness. However, through the same 

framework, they may be indirectly connected through complex, intra-organizational 

relationships, such that changes in fiscal policy could be impactful of institutional 

outcomes such as six-year graduation rates.

With respect to delimitations, this study was intended to address a phenomenon 

associated with a specific subset of institutions. While this phenomenon may reasonably 

occur across a broader cross-section of institutions, the results of this study were not 

necessarily envisioned to apply to other institutions of similar characteristics or to the 

larger population of institutions of higher education in general. Secondly, the proposed 

data encompassed by the study was associated with a limited time span that was driven 

by institutional financial accounting regulations. This, in turn, potentially limited the 

generalization of findings to periods outside the restricted data collection window.

Definitions of Terms

Additions to permanent endowments. These are gifts or grants received by institutions 

subject to GASB accounting standards, and are restricted to inclusion within permanent
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endowments. Only the income generated from these funds is available for use by the 

institution (IPEDS, 2012).

Capital appropriations: These are funds provided by the government for the purposes of 

the acquisition, construction, or improvement of capital assets, including buildings, land, 

and equipment.

Capital grants and gifts: These are revenues, other than capital appropriations, used for 

the purposes of the acquisition, construction, or improvement of capital assets, including 

buildings, land, and equipment. These may include specifically designated gifts for 

capital projects.

Federal appropriations: This revenue stream includes funding from federal entities and 

is used for specific activities such as research and training projects (IPEDS, 2012). 

Federal operating grants and contracts. These revenues originate from the federal 

government and are earmarked for specific projects, programs and general institutional 

operations (IPEDS, 2012).

Federal non-operating grants: These revenues include funding that is received from the 

federal government on a non-exchange basis. Included are Pell Grants and other Federal 

student grant aid, including Veterans Education Benefits. Not included are revenues from 

the Federal Direct Student Loan (FDSL) Program.

Gifts: These revenues are attributable to gifts including bequests, pledges, gifts from an 

affiliated organization or unblended or nonconsolidated organizational component, and 

income from funds held in irrevocable trusts. This revenue stream includes contributions 

from affiliated organizations (IPEDS, 2012).



Independent Operations: This represents revenues that are received from operations that 

are independent or not related to the institution’s primary mission. Typical sources are 

major federally funded research and development centers.

Investment income. This revenue is associated with inflows from institutional 

investments, including those related to endowments. Included in this classification is 

income from dividends, rentals, royalty, interest, and both realized and unrealized gains 

and losses (IPEDS, 2012).

Local Appropriations: This revenue stream includes funding from local governmental 

entities and is used for specific activities such as research and training projects (IPEDS, 

2012).

Local operating grants and contracts: These revenues originate from local governments 

and are earmarked for specific projects, programs and general institutional operations 

(IPEDS, 2012).

Local non-operating grants: These revenues include funding that is received from the 

local governments on a non-exchange basis.

Open Systems: This is descriptive of a system or organization that continuously interacts 

with its environment. Within the context of this interaction, a two-way exchange of 

people, capital, information and other resources may occur by which the core 

organization may employ in executing organizational processes (Katz & Khan, 1978). 

Other sources o f operating income: These revenues are not covered by existing GASB 

34/35 line items for operating income. They may include interest income, income from 

the investment of unrestricted funds, terminated annuity or life income agreements,



expired term endowments, miscellaneous rentals and sales, and sales executed by internal 

departments to external entities (IPEDS, 2012).

Other sources o f non-operating income: These revenues are not covered by existing 

GASB 34/35 line items for non-operating income. They may include interest income, 

income from the investment of unrestricted funds, terminated annuity or life income 

agreements, sales executed by internal departments to external entities, miscellaneous 

rentals and sales, and expired term endowments (IPEDS, 2012).

Other revenues and additions: These revenues represent increases to net assets that are 

not included in existing categories.

Pell Grant Program: This program was formed in accordance with the provisions of the 

Higher Education Act of 1965, Title IV, Part A, Subpart I, and provides grant-based 

financial assistance to eligible undergraduate students based upon demonstrated financial 

need.

Revenue Diversity Index: This is a computed value representing the degree of revenue 

diversity, as captured by the computation of an inverse Simpson (1949) diversity index 

for each institution. This index is based upon the relative proportion of each institutional 

revenue stream to the sum total of the 21 designated revenue classifications during a 

given year. Thus, diversity index associated with each institution is the inverse sum of the 

individually squared proportions of revenue streams.

Sales and services from  auxiliary enterprises: These are revenues that are obtained from 

fee-charging auxiliary enterprises such as food services, residence halls, student health 

services, intercollegiate athletics, and college stores. These enterprises are typically 

managed as self-supporting entities (IPEDS, 2012).
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Selectivity: This is a measure that captures the percentage of applicants admitted to the 

institution.

Six-Year Graduation Rate: This figure captures that proportion of students who begin 

their studies as first-time, full-time, four-year degree seeking students who complete their 

studies in 1.5 times the normal time for completing the associated degree program. This 

measure does not represent an extraction of students who transfer to another institution. 

Additionally, it does not track those students who began studies at a previous institution 

or those who matriculated on a part-time basis (IPEDS, 2012).

Sales and Services from Hospitals : This represents revenue from hospitals and health 

clinics related to daily and special patient care. Revenue from student health services is 

excluded (IPEDS, 2012).

State Appropriations: This revenue stream results from the acts o f state legislative bodies 

and is earmarked to be applied to current operating expenses, versus specific projects and 

programs. Excluded are grants, contracts, and capital appropriations (IPEDS, 2012).

State operating grants and contracts: These revenues originate from the state 

governments and are earmarked for specific projects, programs, and general institutional 

operations (IPEDS, 2012).

State non-operating grants: These revenues include funding that is received from the 

state governments on a non-exchange basis.

Tuition and fees: This is revenue from all tuition and fees incurred by students, after 

refunds, discounts and allowances have been applied. Excluded from this classification 

are funds received for room, board, or other services delivery via auxiliary enterprises 

(IPEDS, 2012).
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Summary

Chapter 1 provided an introduction to the study, which involved an exploration of 

the potential influences o f institutional characteristics on six-year graduation rates at 

public Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs). HBCUs, since their post- 

civil war beginnings and subsequent expansion, as aided by the Morrill Act of 1890, have 

become an integral component of the U.S. system of postsecondary education system. Of 

particular note is their role in providing critical access to higher education for African 

Americans and the socioeconomically disadvantaged. The proportions of skilled 

professionals from these groups, earning degrees from these institutions relative to the 

overall numbers o f graduates, are admirable.

Despite the successes of these institutions, there have likewise been challenges. 

Today’s operating environment is marked by decreasing government support of public 

institutions in the form o f state appropriations. Compounding this are increasing calls for 

institutional accountability relative to certain performance measures such as persistence 

and graduation rates. In fact, there is some movement on behalf o f a number of states to 

tie institutional support to these metrics. Alarmingly, the six-year graduation rates for 

HBCUs tend to significantly lag behind the aggregated average of their peer institutions. 

Amidst the growing calls for accountability-funding linkages, HBCUs are situated in a 

position of vulnerability with respect to their ability to continue to secure critical funding. 

This condition is exacerbated for HBCUs with respect to the fact that they heavily rely on 

state appropriations for fiscal survival. Thus, the aforementioned scenario precipitates 

the problem statement as addressed by this study— the incidence of relatively low 

graduation rates among HBCUs.
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Given the central problem of low public HBCU graduation rates, along with 

recent shifts in institutional funding, this study set forth the purpose of examining the 

relationship between a key educational outcome, six-year graduation rate, and 

institutional revenue sources and revenue diversification at public, baccalaureate degree 

granting HBCUs. Accordingly, this gave rise to the following research questions that 

were addressed by the study:

RQ1: Is there a relevant relationship between six-year graduation rates and 

institutional revenue diversity at public, baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs? 

RQ2: Is there a relevant relationship between six-year graduation rates 

institutional revenue source at public, baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs? 

RQ3: Are institutional revenue diversity and institutional revenue source 

potentially predictive of six-year graduation rates, at public, baccalaureate degree 

granting HBCUs?

Outcomes, whether individual or institutional, are tied to behavior, and behavior 

at the institutional level is process-oriented. In alignment with this logic, graduation 

rates, either directly or indirectly, are by-products of the behavioral artifacts of 

institutional processes, with institutional programmatic activity and fiscal policy serving 

as examples of those processes. In setting the context for this study, the proposed 

institutional behavior at hand was framed by systems theory (von Bertalanffy, 1968), and 

Resource Dependence Theory (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978). These frameworks prescribe 

that an organization is characterized as an open system. As such, it engages in an 

exchange of resources with its external environment. In the event that the level of 

reliance for resources on a single source begins to create what constitutes a power
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imbalance and inevitably, a loss of institutional autonomy and flexibility, the 

organization at the core of the relationship seeks to mitigate this imbalance through the 

pursuit of a number of strategies. One of these strategies is the establishment of 

alternative bases of resources. Relative to the level of reliance of public HBCUs on state 

appropriations, it was proposed that their pursuit of this strategy would be reflected in 

shifts o f their revenue structures. It was proposed that accompanying these shifts were 

greater degrees of autonomy and flexibility with respect to programmatic activity. Given 

such, this study aimed to determine if revenue policy posed any impact on the attainment 

of organizational outcomes, specifically six-year graduation rates, resulting from change- 

related ripple effects as implied by concept of systems theory. The resulting conceptual 

framework operationalized the theoretical framework through the proposal of a 

quantitative relationship by which the presence of statistically significant relationships, if 

existing, could be ascertained.

The execution of this study posed potential significance to a number of 

stakeholders. These constituents include students, parents, prospective employers, 

governments at various levels, and society at large. Any insight produced with respect to 

factors impacting organizational effectiveness and efficiency that can be exploited by 

institutions will potentially provide benefit to each these elements in some relative and 

meaningful dimension. O f potentially greater importance and more immediately 

realizable is the benefit of this study to the leadership of public HBCUs. By expanding 

the knowledge base o f relationships as explored by this study, they would be better 

positioned to formulate effective fiscal and operational policy geared towards reducing



instability and perilous dependency, while enhancing organizational autonomy and 

flexibility amidst pursuit of institutional goals.



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

A review of literature pertaining to the subject matter encompassed by this study 

revealed several themes. The first of which highlighted the significance of student 

retention as an issue of concern for the key constituents o f higher education including 

institutional leadership, policymakers, researchers and consumers of postsecondary 

academic offerings. Second, it demonstrated that substantial research has been 

undertaken in order to ascertain what relationships, if any, exist among institutional 

characteristics, specifically fiscal policy, and student outcomes. Finally, regarding 

institutional fiscal policy, a number of trends with respect to revenue acquisition were 

noted, and these trends, in turn, appear to influence institutional strategy and decision

making concerning underlying financial foundations.

An Issue of Student Success and Institutional Mission Fulfillment 

Burd (2003) and Wolanin (2003) reported that the issue of institutional 

performance precipitates substantive discourse at the level o f national educational policy 

implementation, in that even discussions pertaining to stipulations tied to the 

reauthorization of the Higher Education Act have incorporated consideration of 

rewarding predetermined levels of institutional performance. Not only is the call for 

institutional mission accomplishment in play, but also a demand for this accomplishment 

to be attained with prescribed degrees of effectiveness and efficiency, relative to

32
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resources that are provided for this purpose (Alexander, 2000; Gansemer-Topf & Schuh, 

2006; Pike et al., 2009).

The issue of student retention, within the realm institutional performance, has 

persisted at the forefront of higher education for a number o f decades, and such has 

especially been the case, as it pertains to underrepresented minorities (Lau, 2003). Strides 

have been made with respect to access, but persistence at four-year institutions remains as 

a highly visible problem (Astin, 1993b; Tinto & Pusser, 2006). In fact, it is typically 

expected that more than 20% of incoming students will of drop out of college by the end 

of the first year (Ryan, 2004). Issues with student retention bear an obvious, potential 

adverse impact on the financial health of institutions. When institutions lose students to 

attrition, revenue inevitably declines (Upcraft, Gardner, & Barefoot, 2005).

In fostering student success, leaders in higher education may need to challenge 

conventional wisdom and revisit certain inherent assumptions surrounding student 

demographics and other factors. The profile of the typical incoming college freshman 

may no longer apply. Nearly one-third of college students are age 25 or older, and the 

enrollment of students of color is rising (Upcraft et al., 2005). Women represent over 

one-half of students attending college (IPEDS, 2014). In 2008, approximately 11% of 

students indicated the presence of a disability (National Center for Education Statistics, 

2014). Further, Eyermann and Sanlo (2002) reported that upwards of seven percent of 

students are lesbian, bisexual, gay, or transgender.

While studies concerning student retention are rather voluminous from a general 

standpoint, relatively few studies encompassing a broader educational cross-section, 

particularly at the national level, have been conducted to address it as a concern (Titus,
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2004). As calls for greater institutional accountability mount within the higher education 

arena, its constituents grapple with the key question of how such accountability can be 

assessed and evaluated. It appears that the measures of first-year retention and six-year 

graduation rates have emerged as communally agreed upon accountability measure 

surrogates, as they are commonly employed as indicators o f institutional performance 

(Burke, 1998; Titus, 2004). Accordingly, they are also generally accepted as measures of 

efficiency and effectiveness as sought by key constituents such as students and the 

general public (Gansemer-Topf & Schuh, 2006).

The interest in institutional outcomes has heightened due to the fact that such 

outcomes are becoming increasingly important in demonstrating institutional 

attractiveness relative to the procurement of funding across a broader spectrum of 

potential benefactors (Nash, 1996). From the standpoint of the educational consumer, 

these measures appear to be inherently valued by students, parents, and other constituents 

as benchmarks of educational success and indicators of institutional fulfillment of 

established missions. On a personal level, degree attainment poses a number o f benefits 

for those achieving this goal, encompassing personal finance, quality-of-life, and civic 

engagement (Kim, 2007). This is especially relevant for the nation’s HBCUs given their 

collective stake with respect to the issue of student success. The following literature 

review illuminates research that has been conducted to address a number of pertinent 

aspects of institutional fiscal policy, student outcomes, and methodological 

considerations for future study. Specifically, the review examines research on: 

relationships between general institutional characteristics and student success, the 

evolution of institutional fiscal policy, relationships between fiscal policy and student
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outcomes, intentional institutional action and outcomes, and empirical examinations of 

six-year graduation rates and fiscal characteristics.

Institutional Characteristics and Student Success 

Given the available research on student retention and success, a significant 

proportion of the scholarly effort in this area has explored the relationships between these 

outcomes and institutional attributes. This effort addresses the fundamental question 

concerning what innate characteristics associated with the institution tend to be related to 

higher performance in terms of student success. Arguably, student success could be tied 

to quality of students recruited by the institution. Several studies establish a positive 

impact of institutional selectivity on retention (Upcraft et al., 2005) and graduation rates 

(Gansemer-Toph & Schuh, 2006; Kane, 1998; Kim, 2007; Titus, 2004). Relative to 

institutional control, private colleges and universities tend to exhibit greater levels of 

persistence (Anstine, 2013; Astin & Oseguera, 2002; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991), and 

degree attainment (Kim, 2007; Ryan, 2004; Titus, 2006a), in comparison to their public 

counterparts. Pascarella and Terenzini’s (1991) initial findings on the relationship 

between institutional size and retention revealed inconsistent evidence, but later findings 

indicated a positive effect of institutional size on graduation rates (Ryan, 2004; Titus,

2004). Rhee (2008) noted that higher attrition is associated with institutions possessing a 

greater relative proportion of minority students; however this is not the necessarily the 

case of HBCUs, in that they typically outpace their TWI counterparts’ performance 

relative to the African-American demographic segment. In light of previous research 

findings, Titus (2004) recommended further efforts in ascertaining the impact of
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institutional factors, particularly financial resources, on student persistence and 

graduation rates.

Evolution of Institutional Fiscal Policy 

Leslie and Slaughter (1997) traced the evolution of public postsecondary 

institutions from a revenue policy standpoint, indicating that initially, the preponderance 

of revenue resulted from voluntary contributions, with limited governmental support, 

followed by modest tuition requirements. Moderation in tuition charges generally 

prevailed through the World War II era (Cohn & Leslie, 1980). Over time, these 

institutions have slowly migrated towards a fiscal model typically associated with private 

institutions, which characteristically integrates a broad array of resource suppliers. They 

also point out that this resource acquisition is subject to market-like competition and 

furthermore, these resource suppliers levy commensurate expectations upon these 

institutions (Leslie & Slaughter, 1997). Taylor, Cantwell, and Slaughter (2013) described 

this environment as a quasimarket, in which institutions actively compete for resources.

In accordance with the framework of Pfeffer and Salancik’s (1978) Resource 

Dependence Theory, Taylor et al. (2013) maintained that competition for resources 

within this market space may ultimately influence organizational behavior and internal 

decisions concerning academic offerings and other operational functions. Specifically, 

they found that prevailing quasimarket conditions tend to influence an institutional de

emphasis on certain academic disciplines. However, they also found that this 

phenomenon occurs at a slower rate at public institutions, as compared to their private 

counterparts. They rationalized that this is largely attributable to the fact that state 

appropriations, at the present, are not tied to specific majors or disciplines, and are not
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earmarked as certain private funding sources are. Further, in the presence of decreasing 

revenues, it is expected that institutions will be forced to implement a number of 

operational measures such as curtailing salary increases, employing a greater proportion 

of adjunct faculty, and making expenditure cuts in administrative and student services 

functions (Bienen, 2012).

The following six major sources of revenues generally comprise an institution’s 

revenue structure: state government, private gifts, endowments, auxiliary enterprises, 

federal government, and students or parents (Toutkoushian, 2003). Since 2002, tuition 

and fees have grown a faster rate at public colleges and universities, relative to their 

private counterparts (Franklin, 2007). Winston, Jared, Carbone, and Lewis (1998) 

maintained these increases occur amidst declines in donative revenues due to public 

stakeholder dissatisfaction with higher education. Fethke (2005) outlined that declining 

governmental subsides and the continued erosion of public funding set the stage for a 

higher education migration towards a state of resembling that o f a privately funded 

enterprise.

Supporting the previous identification of institutional funding trends are a number 

of studies that find negative relationships existing between state appropriations and 

tuition revenues (Koshal & Koshal, 2000; Lowry, 2001; Rizzo & Ehrenberg, 2002).

Leslie and Slaughter (1997), Rizzo (2006), and Worley (2008) found that public 

university revenue shares from state governments are steadily declining. During the 

period spanning the years of 1974 to 2001, Tandberg (2008) found a 37% decrease in 

state funding for higher education. Further, Tandberg (2008) cited Clark’s (2007) study 

that raised the concern of the potential adverse impact of declining subsidies on
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educational quality in Wisconsin (Clark, 2007). Additional studies examining 

institutional revenue trends over a 20-year period from 1975 to 1995, found that public 

institutions showed substantial increases in the proportion of tuition and fee revenues 

(“Coming to Market,” 2000; Toutkoushian, 2003). Toutkoushian (2003) further found 

that while there was some evidence of actual increases in state appropriations during this 

period, these increases did not keep pace with expenditure growth, and their proportional 

contribution to the overall institutional revenue portfolio markedly decreased. In the 

long-term, it is expected that state appropriations, from an absolute standpoint, as well as 

a proportion of institutional revenue portfolios, will continue to decrease (Toutkoushian, 

2003).

Leslie and Slaughter (1997) maintained that the influence o f market mechanisms 

have emerged as a key factor with respect to postsecondary educational policy within the 

latter part of the 20th century. This is further evidenced by the enactment of the Bayh- 

Dole Act (1980), which facilitated the institutional retention of intellectual property 

rights, the proliferation of joint research ventures with private firms, and the leveraging 

of profit-making activities such as product sales and fees from entities such as medical 

school clinical practice (Leslie & Slaughter, 1997).

In efforts to counteract the erosion of state support, institutions are beginning to 

focus on driving increased revenue from tuition and fees, federal research grants and 

contracts, gifts from private donors, and auxiliary income sources (Franklin, 2007).

Natale and Doran (2012) called attention to an increased focus on tuition as a key 

revenue stream for colleges and universities. This is primarily precipitated by downward 

shifts in the national economy and a reduced availability of federal aid. Accordingly,
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they note a 10% increase in the proportion of college revenues attributed to tuition that 

has occurred over the past 25 years. Further, they foreshadow this as a precursor to a 

growing trend of consumerism among students and the reconceptualization of education 

and research as a product, versus process.

Public universities have typically lagged behind their private counterparts in 

securing charitable donations; however, they are beginning to increase their targeting of 

alumni and other benefactors for private gifts (Toutkoushian, 2003). Endowment income 

tends to be a significant revenue source for a relatively small institutional subset that has 

been able to compile sizable funds in this area. Even so, recent negative performance in 

the stock market has impacted this, in that endowment funds are often invested in equities 

(Toutkoushian, 2003).

Bastedo and Bowman (2011) addressed the question of what factors play a part in 

the evolution of institutional revenue structures. Specifically, they explored whether 

popular rankings, such as those produced by U S. News and World Report pose 

implications for the institutions’ attainment of governmental and private revenue sources 

for research and development. Further, they explored whether such rankings also impact 

alumni giving and the institution’s ability to charge higher rates of tuition. Their findings 

indicated that college rankings have positive effects on the acquisition of research and 

development funding from government and industry; out-of-state tuition and fees; and the 

proportion of alumni that donate. Bastedo and Bowman’s (2011) work also provided 

support for the open systems and resource dependence-related nature of colleges and 

universities relative to their relationships and relative influence concerning external 

parties and financial support.
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Toutkoushian (2003) maintained that federal funding for research would continue 

to emerge as a substantive source o f funding; however this resource tends to be 

concentrated among a relative small group of increasingly competitive research-intensive 

universities. As of the most recent economic downturn, charitable and endowment 

revenue is at best flat, state capital funding is declining, and the same is expected of 

federal funding through Pell grants and guaranteed loans (Bienen, 2012).

Considering institutional mission, state appropriations play a substantial role in 

the overall revenue structure of public institutions. However, a number of states are 

exploring, and in some cases, implementing, performance-based funding programs. 

Sanford and Hunter (2011) explored the impact o f performance-based funding on 

retention and six-year graduation rates, suggesting that this type of policy affords the 

state the most direct influence on outcomes. In examining the state of Tennessee’s 

performance-contingent funding policy regarding its public, four-year institutions, 

Sanford and Hunter (2011) found that binding appropriations to outcomes plays no 

significant role in the change in these outcomes. This tends to suggest that state 

appropriation shifts, in an effort to foster accountability and outcome performance, in and 

of themselves, may be insufficient as principal mechanisms for advancing graduation rate 

increases, and that the factors that influence such may be more complex than the initial 

proposition suggests.

The Sandford and Hunter (2011) study followed that o f Doyle and Noland (2006), 

which, in examining the relationship between retention and performance-funding at 

Tennessee’s publically funded institutions, found support that this policy posed a 

significant impact with respect to a limited cross-section of institutions. Sanford and
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typical percentage of total state appropriations linked to performance measures, which 

averages around 5%, is o f limited effectiveness in driving performance improvement. 

However, it is expected that by 2014, Tennessee, as well as Louisiana and Indiana, will 

have increased performance-contingent funding to 25% of total appropriations to their 

public, four-year institutions (Petrides, McClelland, & Nodine, 2004). Sanford and 

Hunter (2011) suggested that, in accordance with Pfeffer and Salancik’s (1978) Resource 

Dependence Theory, as resources become more scarce, particularly state appropriations, 

institutions will be compelled to meet prescribed performance measures as means for 

ensuring competitiveness and survival.

Scant empirical research is available regarding the impact of financial policy and 

institutional outcomes (Pike et al., 2009), and in particular, graduation rates (Gansemer- 

Topf & Schuh, 2006). Ryan (2004) maintained that research endeavors in this area are 

largely concentrated at the primary and secondary levels of education. Ganemer-Toph 

and Schuh (2006) implied that understanding graduation rate impacting factors at the 

institutional, versus individual and group levels, is beneficial relative to the prospect of 

uncovering knowledge that poses a benefit to all students.

Institutional Fiscal Policy (Expenditures) and Student Success

Limited research has been conducted relative to how resource allocation impacts 

college retention and graduation rates (Ganemer-Toph & Schuh, 2006). Studies in the 

1970s failed to produce evidence of statistically significant relationships between 

expenditures and outcomes, but this trend tended to reverse in recent years. However, 

consistency in establishing empirically validated relationships has been somewhat elusive
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(Pike et al., 2009). A number of research efforts have focused on the relationship 

between graduation rates and institutional expenditures, particularly student services 

(Astin, 1993b; Gansemer-Toph & Schuh, 2006; Hayek, 2001; Kuh, 2001; Ryan, 2004,

2005). The results have been mixed; however, in those instances that show positive 

relationships between student-support related expenditures and outcomes, such 

relationships tend to support Tinto’s (1993) interactionalist theory of academic departure. 

The implication is that if  the institution facilitates a greater involvement of students in 

academic and social activities, students are more likely to persist.

Astin (1993b), Chen (2012), Smart, Ethington, Riggs, and Thompson (2002), and 

Webber and Ehrenberg (2009) argued that expenditures on student services have a 

significant positive influence on student retention. Webber and Ehrenberg’s (2009) 

findings suggested that this effect was more pronounced at institutions with lower 

admissions standards and higher Pell Grant funding on a per-student basis. Accordingly, 

this effect may be more evident at those institutions that primarily serve disadvantaged 

students and underrepresented minorities. In a previous study, Gansemer-Toph and 

Schuh (2006) maintained that persistence was negatively related to student support 

expenditures. Ryan’s (2004) findings showed no positive relationship between retention 

and student services expenditures. Overall, findings tend to suggest somewhat mixed 

evidence regarding the proposed relationship.

Hayek (2001), Ryan (2004), and Gansemer-Toph and Schuh (2006) found a 

positive relationship between persistence and expenditures on instruction and academic 

support, but Hayek (2001) reported a negative relationship between research and 

institutional support. Hayek (2001) and Gansemer-Toph and Schuh’s (2006) results
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contrasted with Titus’ (2006b), who found no significant relationship between persistence 

and instructional expenditures. Leslie, Slaughter, Taylor, & Zhang’s (2011) findings 

suggested that public universities tend to focus the spending of tuition revenues on 

instructional expenses; whereas private institutions tend to concentrate revenue on 

research and merit aid.

In terms of specific infrastructure expenditures, Hamrick, Schuh, and Shelly 

(2004) found a positive impact o f library expenditures on graduation rates. Gansemer- 

Toph and Schuh (2006) posited that while research may show positive relationships 

between institutional expenditures and graduation rates, these studies at times lack the 

granularity to facilitate the distinction of specific programmatic activity that promotes 

student success.

Institutional Fiscal Policy (Revenues) and Student Success:

A Resource Dependency Perspective 

An examination of an institution’s fiscal policy with respect to revenue attainment 

is appropriate, in that Leslie and Slaughter (1997) maintained that an institution’s ability 

to internally allocate resources is directly related to the nature of the source(s). Market 

forces have been influencing U.S. postsecondary education since its inception in the 17th 

and 18th centuries (Leslie & Slaughter, 1997). Thus, Titus (2006b) introduced the 

application of Pfeffer and Salancik’s (1978) Resource Dependence Theory framework 

through the suggestion that institutional financial characteristics, such as revenue and 

expenditures, impact student outcomes such as persistence and graduation rates. In fact, 

Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) maintained that power and influence associated with revenue 

sources as little as 10% pose significant effects on organizational behavior. Ironically, the
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further implication is that policy-makers may opt to forego structures and activities that 

promote technically efficient production in favor of those that effectively target the 

acquisition of desired resources.

Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) also held that during periods of financial stress, 

organizations become more decentralized as part of an inherent survival mechanism.

This can sometimes result in the formation of specialized, autonomous functions and 

organizational subunits, aimed at addressing organizational threats or opportunities. 

Conversely, centralization also takes place, with respect to the notion that due to 

increasing governmental calls for accountability, institutions devote greater attention and 

expense to centralized administrative functions. Titus (2004) confirmed the presence of 

this phenomenon relative to his study that found that institutional resource dependency- 

related actions resulted in greater administrative expenditures.

The prospective linking of resource acquisition to outcomes involves the 

application of systems theory. Under the systems theory framework, the concept of loose 

coupling implies that strong linkages between resources and outcomes may or may not 

exist. However, Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) provided support for the presence of such 

linkages through the contention that institutional functions that actively solve critical 

organizational problems are more likely to receive internal financial allocations for 

carrying out their respective initiatives. Given the apparently increasing importance of 

outcome attainment, specifically graduation rates, it is reasonable to propose that internal 

institutional functions that support improving outcomes are subject to such prioritization.

Leslie and Slaughter (1997) explained the role of Resource Dependence Theory 

among universities in terms of the two dimensions of relative magnitude and criticality.
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Relative magnitude captures the proportion of total resources attributed to a particular 

type, and the criticality o f a resource is a measure o f the institution’s ability to function in 

its absence. Thus, relative to public institutional dependence upon state funding, the 

behavioral implications o f this theoretical perspective is arguably applicable such 

institutional types. Leslie and Slaughter (1997) pointed out that within the context of 

Resource Dependence Theory, public universities, due to declinations in state 

government block-grants have begun to shift revenue patterns that increasingly rely upon 

tuition, contracting and private grants. They further implied that this poses a 

destabilizing effect, and lead to internal power redistributions, with an expenditure focus 

on research and administration, versus instruction.

Alexander (2000) posed the question of how institutions can manage increasingly 

scarce resources and still meet demands regarding expectations o f performance. 

Concerning the issue of resource management, Resource Dependence Theory posits that 

institutions will seek to maximize resources in carrying out organizational operations 

(Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978). Thus, in today’s challenging operating environment, colleges 

and universities often seek resolve resource constraints and dependency through the 

leveraging of commercial activities and alternative revenue streams, such as those 

facilitated by technology transfer (Bienen, 2012; Blumberg, 1996; Powers & Campbell, 

2009). Institutions are increasingly relying upon the market to fund educational 

operations (“Coming to Market,” 2000); however; Froelich (1999) warned that such 

pursuits potentially set the stage for diverting institutions from the paths of their relative 

central missions.
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Previous studies typically isolated relationships between university outcomes and 

revenues (Cheslock & Gianneschi, 2008; Ryan, 2005; Titus, 2009; Zhang, 2009) or 

outcomes and institutional expenditures (Pike, Smart, Kuh, & Hayek, 2006; Smart et al., 

2002). However, Leslie et al. (2011) bridged a gap by examining the potential 

relationships between institutional revenue and expenditures. This study focuses on U.S. 

research universities, with the intent to inform institutional leadership of potential courses 

of action relative to the alignment of funding sources to policy goals. This effort was an 

extension of that previously conducted by Hasbrouck (1997), in that their examination of 

revenue and expenditure patterns encompass multiple years, versus a single-year 

approach. The time span encompassed by the study posed several GASB 34/35 

accounting-related issues relative to the reporting of tuition and other financial variables, 

but adjustments were incorporated to establish consistency.

Research concerning graduation rates has been conducted, primarily focusing on 

institutional programs for improving retention (Anstine, 2013), versus the impact of 

revenue structure; however, a few studies addressing revenue characteristics and 

outcomes have been embarked upon. Sanford and Hunter’s (2011) study of the 

relationship between performance-based state appropriations and graduation rates is 

foundationally built upon Swail, Redd and Pema’s (2003) Geometric Model of 

Persistence. In addition to cognitive and social factors, this model explicitly cites the role 

of institutional attributes in promoting student persistence. In fact, institutional factors 

comprise the foundation of this model, in that the imbedded contention is that the 

institution directly influences student retention and success through the implementation 

and leveraging of support mechanisms. Winston (1999) found that the existence of
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institutional access to endowments and other funding is key in improving educational 

quality. Titus (2006b) found a positive relationship between percent of revenue from 

tuition and grad rates, but a negative influence from administrative expenditures. 

Following, Zhang’s (2009) study found a moderate positive linkage between state 

appropriations and graduation rates. In a comprehensive study of public, four-year 

degree granting institutions, Harris (2011) found statistically significant relationships 

between graduation rates and the following revenue sources: state operating grants and 

contracts, investment income, tuition and fees, and auxiliary enterprises.

Institutional Action and Student Success 

Arguably, student retention is tied to the degree that the institution establishes an 

environment that is favorable to the student’s educational needs (Lau, 2003). However, 

research regarding the role of organizational behavior in influencing student retention and 

success has not been prevalent within literature on the subject (Berger, 2000). In this 

area, the scholarly aim is to ascertain the nature o f intentional institutional activity that 

impacts student retention and success. Kulik, Kulik, and Schwab (1983) provided 

evidence that higher levels of student persistence are tied to services and programs that 

are specifically developed to promote success. Several models have been developed in 

the exploration of the issue of student retention and organizational action. Astin (1993b) 

introduced the Input-Environment-Outcomes Model, in which he identified 146 

characteristics possessed by incoming students. He also set forth 192 environmental 

variables that influence change in the aforementioned student characteristics over time. 

Further, he specified 82 outcomes that capture the impact o f the exposure of the students’
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characteristics to the environmental variables. Included in these outcomes are retention 

and academic achievement.

Relative to Astin’s (1993a) foundational model, Tinto (1993) provided greater 

depth through specifying the nature of the interrelationships between factors as identified 

by Astin (1993a). Tinto’s (1993) Model o f Institutional Departure posited that student 

retention is linked to the degree to which the student is contented with institutional 

experiences related to formal informal academic and social systems (Lau, 2003). Tinto 

(1993) proposed that the propensity for retention is related to the degree to which the 

student achieves integration within the institution, and that this integration is particularly 

critical during the first year. Further, he outlined the following three components that 

contribute to student departure: the lack of resolution of educational and occupational 

goals, the lack of intellectual and social integration, and academic difficulties (Tinto, 

1993). Additionally, he implies that the institution bears substantial responsibility for 

facilitating the necessary integration (Tinto, 1993). The Tinto (1993) framework has 

emerged as a principal mechanism for testing hypothesized relationships regarding 

student persistence (Chen, 2012). In following research, Tinto and Pusser (2000) 

prescribed that institutional should focus on positively impacting the following attributes 

concerning operational activity and student involvement: institutional expectations, 

institutional commitment, feedback, support, and engagement. In a broad context, he 

offered that the institution should envision the student’s effort and learning as residing at 

the center o f the process in fostering success. However, it is incumbent upon the 

institution to create suitable conditions for generating that effort and learning. He also 

implied that student success is actually a cumulative process in which the sequential
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successful completions o f courses lead to success. Third, he insisted that institutions 

place a great deal of emphasis on faculty development, pedagogies and institutional 

capacity for promoting active learning in the classroom. Specifically, he proposed that 

such emphases requires the institution to invest in appropriate resources; institute 

effective systems for formal and informal student advising; provide, as needed, 

developmental education and academic support programs; conduct assessment of 

learning skills at matriculation; institute early warning systems; and foster greater 

involvement of students— especially within the classroom. In summary, the Tinto (2000) 

model provided a framework by which institutional action creates environments that are 

conducive to student learning, with the latter leading to the attainment of successful 

outcomes.

Capitalizing upon Tinto’s (1993) initial work, a number of researchers sought to 

specifically characterize influencers that contribute to student satisfaction factors that 

ultimately impact retention. Pascarella and Terenzini (1991) indicated that certain 

negative experiences that students may experience tend to reduce the degree to which this 

integration takes place, thereby creating conditions for marginality and subsequent 

withdrawal from the institution. This signals that achieving the successful ends of the 

overall education process is tied to a number of factors influencing retention and thus, 

bears a much greater degree of complexity as generally apparent.

Accordingly, findings indicate that greater access to funding, academic and career 

advising, freshman year programs, cooperative learning (Johnson, Johnson, & Smith, 

1998; Tinto, 1993), and increased faculty contact have been noted to positively impact 

student retention (Cooper, 1995; Gaff, 1997; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991; Reyes, 1997;
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Towns, 1997). Pascarella and Terenzini (1991) identified a number of institutional 

attributes and activities that positively impact student retention. These factors include: 

the implementation of greater selectivity with respect to admission; private, versus public 

institutional control; single sex, versus mixed-gender enrollment; greater degrees of non

classroom interaction with faculty; and greater frequency of interaction with peers 

(Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991).

Lenning and Ebbers (1999) highlighted the role of social and academic 

integration in the pedagogical process, maintaining that effective learning communities 

foster a number o f benefits, including higher academic achievement and better student 

retention. They identified two dimensions that characterize the nature of the learning 

community. These capture primary membership, or characteristics that are held by group 

members, and form  o f interaction, which describes the nature of contact between group 

members. Additionally, they designated four types of learning communities as classroom, 

residential, curricular, and student-type, with the latter oriented towards specifically 

targeted groups such as underrepresented minorities. Cooper (1995) found that students 

who participate in cooperative learning environments tend to exhibit greater levels of 

performance and satisfaction with the learning process. The Lenning and Ebbers’ (1999) 

findings substantiated previous research that projects that higher persistence rates are 

associated with students living in residence halls and participating in residential learning 

communities by (Astin, 1977, 1993b; Fidler & Moore, 1996; Kanoy & Bruhn, 1996; 

Pascarella, 1993; Pascarella, Terenzini, & Blimling, 1994).

A component of student socialization and collaboration that contributes to higher 

persistence is associated with relationships with faculty (Lundquist, Spalding, &
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Landrum, 2002-2003; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991). Nagda, Gregerman, Jonides, von 

Hippel, and Lemer (1998) found that persistence is positively related to student-faculty 

research partnerships. These types of partnerships serve to foster a greater integration of 

students relative to the academic mission of the institution. Further, they find that these 

partnerships are substantially beneficial for at-risk students and minorities. Research on 

service learning programs has revealed positive effects with respect to retention and 

graduation (Eyler & Giles, 1999). In a study conducted by Astin and Sax (1998), a 

sample of undergraduates were evaluated relative to 35 outcome measures including 

retention and degree completion; it was concluded that all were favorably influenced by 

service participation. Roose et al. (1997) evaluated 15 variables regarding student 

activity and found that involvement in community service was most highly related to the 

prospect of graduation. Academic and career advising are purported to have a positive 

impact on retention (Beal & Noel, 1980; Reyes, 1997; Thomas, 1990), as well as first- 

year programs and seminars (Barefoot, Wamock, Dickinson, Richardson, & Roberts, 

1998; Gaff, 1997; Murtaugh, Bums, & Schuster, 1999; Williford, Cross Chapman, & 

Kahrig, 2000-2001), and orientation programs (Forrest, 1985; Pascarella & Terenzini, 

1991; Rode, 2000).

Six-Year Graduation Rate: Measures and Analyses 

Even though it has gained general acceptance for the purpose, some critical 

discourse is being conducted as to the degree o f suitability o f the six-year graduation rate 

as an appropriate institutional outcome measure. However, Scott, Bailey, and Kienzl 

(2006) maintained that its perseverance as such is in part due to the ready availability of 

associated data and its nearly universal mention as a specific problematic issue relative to
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institutional accountability. This measure also tends to emerge as a key component 

within annual institutional ranking methodologies, such as that employed by the U.S. 

News and World Report (Archibald & Feldman, 2008).

Cohen and Ibrahim (2008) highlighted the role that graduation rates have played 

in facilitating performance assessments of higher education by its consumers, as well as 

by state governments. However, it possesses inherent weakness as an absolute 

institutional assessment, relative to the changing student population and increasingly 

complex path towards attaining graduation (Astin, 1993a; Herzog, 2006; Scott et al., 

2006). A number of researchers maintained that it fails to be representative of the 

realities of today’s student population and its seemingly transitory nature (Barefoot,

2004; Cohen & Ibrahim, 2008). An institutional graduation rate is typically calculated 

based upon a freshman cohort; however, members of a given cohort that subsequently 

transfer to another institution result in a reduction of the graduation rate for that cohort, 

unless this reduction is counterbalanced by an appropriate adjustment for incoming 

transfer students (Zhu 2005). This issue is highlighted by Tinto’s (1987) assertion that 

nearly one out of six baccalaureate degree seeking students will transfer within two years 

of initial enrollment. In light of these issues, Cohen and Ibrahim (2008) proposed 

measures of graduation efficiency that embodied an assessment of the production of 

graduates relative to the institutional inputs.

Most studies examining predictive relationships surrounding college graduation 

rates have been structured to consider factors within institutions, versus across 

institutions, and have been relegated to student-level variables (Titus, 2004). Further, 

Titus (2004) maintained that few studies have sought to explore the link between
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institutional factors and student persistence, and until of late, have been lacking a firm 

grounding in theory. To date, there exist studies demonstrating relationships between 

student success and individual attributes (Smith & Naylor, 2001), complemented by those 

structured to explore the inclusion of institutional characteristics (Astin & Oseguera, 

2002; Harris, 2011; Mortensen, 1997, 1998). Further, Titus (2004) suggested that 

insufficient information exists relative to the institutional influence on student persistence 

and academic success, thereby creating the conditions for suboptimal decision-making 

regarding institutional policy implementation for the attainment of organizational goals.

Institutional performance also factors into assessment for the purpose of college 

choice by parents and prospective students. Scott et al. (2006) advocated the 

consideration of a broader cross-section of institutional characteristics in developing 

meaningful comparative mechanisms for colleges and universities. They argued that this 

would substantially assist in determining whether performance-related outcomes such as 

graduation rates are bolstered by institutional policy or are largely related to their 

respective degrees of admissions selectivity. Scott et al. (2006) extended the 

aforementioned studies through a simultaneous exploration of the impact of previously 

studied individual and institutional attributes, student non-traditionality, academic 

selectivity and organizational resources. Significant relationships between graduation 

rates and these attributes were demonstrated; however, Scott et al. noted that a variable 

representing institutional resources in the aggregate might have had a limiting effect with 

respect to the aims of the study. This tends to support an impression that future 

explorations of this nature would be well advised to expand and specifically delineate 

institutional resources under study.
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Pike et al. (2006) identified a number of factors that may influence weak and 

inconsistent relationships between variables of previous studies between institutional 

expenditure-related characteristics and outcomes. One such factor is a lack of variance 

between institutions as cited by Pascarella and Terenzini (1991). Secondly, Pike et al. 

(2009) highlighted inconsistency in the definition and uses of expenditure classifications. 

This issue is intensified in those exploratory cases involving research sample mixtures 

involving both publically funded and private institutions. This is precipitated by the fact 

that IPEDS institutional reporting involves different sets of requirements for each 

institutional type, which is principally driven by prescribed accounting standards. The 

third factor captures the potentially problematic existence of indirect versus direct 

relationships between institutional characteristics and outcomes. In light of such, Pike et 

al. (2009) proposed that varying levels of student engagement potentially mediate these 

relationships (Pike et al, 2009). Smart et al. (2002) aligns with Pike et al. (2009) in 

addressing relational complexities existing among institutional characteristics and student 

outcomes.

In examining the potential relationships between institutional characteristics and 

outcomes, a key consideration is that of determining the appropriate analytical 

methodology for conducting such. These relationships are typically ascertained through 

statistical analyses of data represented by sets of dependent and independent variables, 

which essentially form a model that describes the proposed phenomenon. Based upon 

previous research and theoretical approaches, these factors have typically been associated 

with student characteristics, demographics and institutional resources (Scott et al., 2006). 

As maintained by Goenner and Snaith (2004), the quality o f these models in term of their
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explanatory and predictive capacity, is associated with the degree to which independent 

variables are appropriately selected and coefficients accurately determined. Goenner and 

Snaith (2004) further applied this perspective to institutions of higher education through 

the implication that a proper evaluation of institutional performance, as a precursor to 

modifications in controllable factors for improving outcomes, is linked to an accurate 

estimation of variable coefficients. The central issue in Goenner and Snaith’s (2004) 

work concerns that of the prospect of identifying a true model employing factors that 

predict graduation rates, given that previous research has identified a number of potential 

contributing factors at the individual and institutional levels of analysis. They further 

implied that theoretically substantiated models, which are sometimes arbitrarily selected, 

are not necessarily the most appropriate, and that statistical methods for variable 

selection, such as Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA), are more suited for this purpose. 

BMA is positioned as a neutral method of variable selection through the development of 

weighted average of estimates involving a number of potential explanatory models 

(Goenner & Snaith, 2004). In Goenner and Snaith’s (2004) study examining graduation 

rates at 184 Doctoral I institutions, it was concluded that the employment of BMA yields 

better prediction rates o f graduation rates, as compared to a single statistical model.

When exploring statistical relationships involving institutional attributes, it is not 

uncommon for such an analysis to involve numerous potential predictor variables. As a 

result, there is a significant issue pertaining to multicollinearity associated with the 

independent variables. As a means to address this phenomenon, Bastedo and Bowman 

(2011) proposed structural equation modeling (SEM), versus ordinary least squares 

multiple regressions, in that the latter technique is often compromised by high
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correlations between predictor variables. In dealing with this issue, SEM integrates 

independent variable correlations within the resulting statistical model. Anstine (2013), 

in conducting a large data set analysis that examined potential relationships among 

graduation rates and institutional attributes, found that the positive influences of 

institutional attributes, such as the implementation of learning communities and teaching 

centers, depend upon institutional type. Relative to the number o f independent variables 

employed in this study, the multicollinearity issue is present; however, contrary to the 

approach proposed by Groener and Snaith (2004), the researcher successfully opted for a 

more simplistic approach for the exclusion of selected variables.

In examining the relationships between six-year graduation rates and 

performance-based state appropriations, Sanford and Hunter (2011) employed spline 

linear-mixed models (LMM). This particular technique is useful in situations 

characterized by the presence of nonlinear trends. In other words, factors that influence 

an institution’s graduation rates over time may consist of a series of discrete events, 

resulting in a long-term trend that is actually as sequence of smaller contributing trends, 

with predictive slopes that are influenced by the then-current events (Fitzmaurice, Laird, 

& Ware, 2004). Thus, the advantage of the LMM technique is that it allows for before- 

and-after analyses of significant funding shifts and other events that shape organizational 

activity and outcomes.

Archibald and Feldman (2008) were somewhat critical of regression as a means 

for predicting graduation rate performance, especially for the purposes of conducting 

comparisons between institutions. Their argument centered on the notion that regression 

techniques, by virtue of the imbedded algorithm, typically characterize the average
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performance of an organization. They further maintain that graduation rate performance 

measurement through the identification of a production frontier is more appropriate, in 

that this is actually a best-practice assessment of an institution’s performance. In turn, 

they argue that this enables comparisons between institutions that are based upon best 

practice performance and an assessment founded on the basis of relative institutional 

efficiency.

In lieu of specifically examining graduation rates, Herzog (2006), explored time 

to degree (TTD) as an outcome measure of student success. In doing so, he posed the 

question of how data mining tools compare to more traditional statistical techniques in 

predicting time to degree completion. In comparing artificial neural network and 

decision tree approaches to multinomial logistic regression relative to prediction 

capability, Herzog (2006) found that the degree of data complexity influences the 

appropriate selection of an analytical tool. Specifically, data mining algorithms are better 

suited for situations characterized by large data sets and numerous predictor variables.

Summary

A review of literature surrounding major issues facing higher education readily 

precipitates discourse concerning institutional performance and accountability. While 

institutions are concerned with this issue on an individual basis, it appears that the 

associated concerns are pervasive throughout the higher education landscape. Public 

HBCUs, in that they collectively form an important subcomponent o f the U.S. higher 

education system, are not immune from this problem. To a certain extent, they may, in 

fact, be more vulnerable to its longer-term ramifications should access to critical funding 

sources become, to a greater degree, subjected to performance-contingent appropriation
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schemes. Relatively few studies have been initiated to study these issues at the national 

level, and even fewer have approached them for the HBCU institutional sub-segment. In 

terms of having substantive measures regarding institutional performance, those 

addressing student retention and graduation rate tend to be widely recognized for this 

purpose.

One major component of research on institutional performance has addressed 

relationships between outcomes and general institutional characteristics. Specifically, 

researchers have identified relationships between student success and institutional 

selectivity, type o f control, size, and general student demographics. Another research 

stream examines institutional fiscal policy and outcomes. In setting the stage for such, it 

is noteworthy to survey the evolution of institutional fiscal policy, which has migrated 

from one largely sustained by voluntary contributions from a few key benefactors to one 

of a more market-oriented characteristic. Colleges and university revenue streams 

typically encompass approximately six major revenue streams, with state appropriations 

constituting a substantial revenue source for public institutions. Over several decades, 

state appropriations for public institutions have been declining, causing these entities to 

explore diversification of their respective revenue portfolios. Their response to the 

erosion of a critical resource through compensatory diversification strategies suggests 

these organizational actions can be explained through the application of the Pfeffer and 

Salancik’s (1978) Resource Dependence Theory framework, and their ultimate effects on 

outcomes through systems theory as initially introduced by von Bertalanffy (1968).

Research on institutional fiscal policy and outcomes approaches the issue of 

organizational behavior that ensues relative to addressing performance. Several studies
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address resource allocation among institutional functions such as student services and 

instructional activities and its effect on outcomes. Other studies examine the impact of 

various revenue streams, such as donative income, tuition, and state appropriations. 

Tinto’s (1993) Theory of Institutional Departure suggested that student success is linked 

to the degree that the student achieves social and academic integration with the 

institution. Within the scope of this study, the implication is that organizational behavior, 

specifically fiscal policy, is the catalyst that is indirectly connected to organizational 

actions by which this integration is achieved. The relationship between institutional 

policy and outcomes is arguably indirect in nature, but such linkage is present by virtue 

of the presence of the loose-coupling institutional characteristic under the systems theory 

perspective.

In that this study examines six-year graduation rate as an institutional 

performance measure, the literature review uncovers discourse concerning its 

appropriateness as a performance indicator with respect to its compatibility with the 

realities and nature of today’s student population. Further, the review outlines 

considerations for undertaking a quantitative study of this topic dependent upon the 

character of the data employed. Given such, Chapter 3 sets forth the methodology for 

conducting the analysis, taking into account issues identified in previous research 

endeavors.



CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY

HBCUs, whose origins are traceable to the passage of the Morrill Act 1890, were 

officially designated as such by the Higher Education Act of 1965 (HEA, 1965). As 

evidenced by their education of scores of African Americans within the ranks of 

professional occupations, they have collectively become an integral component of the 

U.S. postsecondary educational system. They continue to provide affordable access to 

higher education for a substantial segment of the American population for whom the 

prospect of such may not be otherwise within reasonable reach.

Extensive discourse has occurred regarding the quality and value of higher 

education. Accompanying this discussion is a greater emphasis on the assessment and 

evaluation of institutional outcomes such as graduation rates. In turn, graduation rates 

are being considered as a potential measure for gauging institutional accountability for 

the purposes of establishing eligibility for various types o f governmental funding and 

support. The central problem addressed by this study is that the average graduation rates 

exhibited by publically funded HBCUs typically lag behind those of their publically 

funded TWI counterparts, as well as the combined private-public institutional national 

average.

In recent years, there are indications that state government funding of public, 

postsecondary institutions is being reduced. Historically, public HBCUs have exhibited a 

substantial reliance upon government funding. Should this trend continue, public

60
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HBCUs stand to be adversely impacted with respect to their ability to each achieve their 

respective missions. In light of previous studies that have demonstrated significant 

relationships between graduation rates and institutional financial characteristics, this 

study set forth the purpose of examining the relationships among six-year graduation 

rates, institutional revenue diversity, and institutional financial characteristics in the form 

of revenue streams at publically funded, baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs.

The following components of this chapter highlight the research questions 

examined by the study, the research design employed, the population and sample of 

institutions addressed, data collection and analysis procedures, actions for institutional 

board approval, reporting of results, and a brief summarization of the study methodology.

Research Questions 

This study addressed the following research questions:

• RQ1: Is there a relevant relationship between six-year graduation rates and 

institutional revenue diversity at public, baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs?

• RQ2: Is there a relevant relationship between six-year graduation rates and 

institutional revenue source at public, baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs?

• RQ3: Are institutional revenue diversity and institutional revenue source 

potentially predictive o f six-year graduation rates, at public, baccalaureate degree 

granting HBCUs?

Hypotheses

Based upon the research questions addressed by this study, the follow hypotheses 

were tested:
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Hoi: There is no statistically significant relationship between six-year graduation 

rates and institutional revenue diversity at public, baccalaureate degree granting 

HBCUs.

H02: There is no statistically significant relationship between six-year graduation 

rates and institutional revenue source at public, baccalaureate degree granting 

HBCUs.

H03: Institutional revenue diversity and institutional revenue source are not 

potentially predictive of six-year graduation rates, at publically funded, 

baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs.

Research Design

The analysis embodied by this study sought to ascertain whether or not 

statistically significant correlational and potentially predictive relationships existed 

among cohort-based six-year graduation rates, institutional revenue source diversity, and 

institutional revenue sources.

A quantitative analysis was the most appropriate approach for this study, in that 

the variables employed were numerical entities at the ratio level of measurement, as 

characterized by Stevens (1946). This study was constructed as a non-experimental, 

correlational, exploratory design, in that no control over context or treatments was 

applied to the associated sample. Parametric statistical analysis methods were employed, 

and the applicability o f descriptive inferences from the results were predicated upon the 

confirmation of assumptions regarding the normality of data distribution, linearity of 

relationships between variables, and other factors.
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Population

Currently, there are a total o f 105 and HBCUs, and 40 of these are public, 

baccalaureate degree-granting institutions (IPEDS, 2012). The aim of this study was to 

explore the proposed relationships, as outlined by the research questions, between a six- 

year graduation rate variable and other variables representing institutional characteristics 

of the public, baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs. HBCUs are defined as those 

institutions so-designated by the Higher Education Act o f 1965. Specifically, they are 

those institutions, according to this legislation, that were demarcated as those institutions 

that were founded prior to 1964 and served the principal mission of educating black 

Americans, and were regionally accredited or making progress towards such (HEA,

1965). Baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs are those so-designated by the Andrew W. 

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement o f Teaching, and have a principal focus on 

undergraduate education, with an emphasis on baccalaureate degree programs. The 

population covered by this study was that o f public, baccalaureate degree granting 

HBCUs, and given that data was collected on all members o f this specifically defined 

population, the sample size encompassed by this study was equivalent to the institutional 

population.

Data Collection

The data collected for the purpose of this study, inclusive of all variables, was 

collected from the Integrated Postsecondary Educational Data System (IPEDS). IPEDS, 

which was implemented in 1986, is a subcomponent o f the National Center for Education 

Statistics (NCES), which is the congressionally mandated statistical agency for the U.S. 

Department of Education (USDOE). IPEDs bear the collection responsibility for the
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mandatory submission of institutional data for all institutions that have Higher Education 

Act of 1965, Title IV participation agreements with the USDOE Office of Postsecondary 

Education (OPE). Such agreements qualify the students of these institutions to receive 

loan, grant, and work study aid (IPEDS, 2012). The IPEDS data collection covers seven 

areas, including: institutional prices, institutional characteristics, enrollment, degrees and 

certificate completion rates, institutional resources, student financial aid, and student 

persistence and success measures. This study focused on the collection of data from the 

two areas of degree and certificate completion rates and institutional resources. The 

former served as the source for six-year graduation rate variable data and the latter as the 

source for institutional financial characteristics data variables. Following are descriptions 

of the variables employed by this study:

Graduation Rate Variable

Six-Year Graduation Rate (GRADRT): The percentage of students at a designated 

institution who begin their studies as first-time, full-time, four-year degree seeking 

students and complete their studies within six years from the date of matriculation at the 

given institution (IPEDS, 2012).

Institutional Revenue and Revenue Diversity Index Variables

Tuition and fees (TUITION): The proportion of total institutional revenue from all 

tuition and fees incurred by students, after refunds, discounts and allowances have been 

applied. Excluded from this classification are funds received for room, board or other 

services delivery via auxiliary enterprises (IPEDS, 2012).

Capital appropriations (CAPAPPS): The proportion of total institutional revenue 

from funds provided by state, local or federal governments for the purposes of the
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acquisition, construction, or improvement of capital assets, including buildings, land, and 

equipment.

Capital grants and gifts (CAPGRT): The proportion of total institutional revenue 

from funding, other than capital appropriations, used for the purposes of the acquisition, 

construction, or improvement of capital assets, including buildings, land, and equipment. 

These may include specifically designated gifts for capital projects.

Federal Appropriations (FEDAPPS): The proportion of total institutional revenue 

from federal entities that is used for specific activities such as research and training 

projects (IPEDS, 2012).

Federal operating grants and contracts (FEDOPGT): The proportion of total 

institutional revenue from the federal government in the form of operating grants and 

contracts that are earmarked for specific projects, programs and general institutional 

operations (IPEDS, 2012).

Federal non-operating grants (FEDNOPGT): The proportion of total institutional 

revenue received from the federal government on a non-exchange basis. Included are Pell 

Grants and other Federal student grant aid, including Veterans Education Benefits. 

Revenues from the Federal Direct Student Loan (FDSL) program are not included.

Local Appropriations (LOCAPPS): The proportion of total institutional revenue 

from city, county or metropolitan governmental entities that is used for specific activities 

such as research and training projects (IPEDS, 2012).

State operating grants and contracts (STOPGT): The proportion of total 

institutional revenue from state governments that are earmarked for specific projects, 

programs and general institutional operations (IPEDS, 2012).
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Local operating grants and contracts (LOCOPGT): The proportion of total 

institutional revenue from local governments and that are earmarked for specific projects, 

programs, and general institutional operations (IPEDS, 2012).

Additions to Permanent Endowments (PENDOW): The proportion of total 

institutional revenue that is received as additions to permanent endowments.

Investment Income (INVINC): The proportion of total institutional revenue earned 

from institutional investments.

Sales and services from auxiliary enterprises (AUXENT): The proportion of total 

institutional revenue from fee-charging auxiliary enterprises such as residence halls, 

student health services, food services, intercollegiate athletics, and college stores. These 

enterprises are typically managed as self-supporting entities (IPEDS, 2012).

State Appropriations (STAPPS): The proportion of total institutional revenue that 

is obtained through the actions of state legislatures.

Gifts (GIFTS): The proportion of total institutional revenue obtained through 

gifts, including contributions from affiliated organizations.

Independent Operations (INDOPS): The proportion of total institutional revenue 

from operations which are independent or not related to the institution’s primary mission.

Local non-operating grants (LONOPGT): The proportion of total institutional 

revenue received from local governments on a non-exchange basis.

Other operating revenues (OTHOPS): The proportion of total institutional 

revenue not included in existing operating revenue classifications, including independent 

operations, sales and services o f auxiliary enterprises, and tuition and fees.
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Other non-operating grants and revenues (OTHNONOP): The proportion of total 

institutional revenue not included in existing non-operating revenue classifications, 

including investment income, gifts, grants, and appropriations.

Other revenues and additions (OTHREVS): The proportion of total institutional 

revenue and additions to net assets that is not included in existing revenue classifications.

Revenue Diversity Index (INVSIMP): A value representing the degree of revenue 

diversity, as captured by the computation of an inverse Simpson (1949) diversity index 

for each institution. This index is based upon the relative proportion of each institutional 

revenue stream, relative to the sum total of the 2 1  designated revenue classifications 

during a given year. Thus, diversity index associated with each institution is the sum of 

the individually squared proportions of revenue streams.

Sales and Services from Hospitals (HOSPIT): The proportion of total institutional 

revenue obtained from the operation of hospitals and health clinics related to daily and 

special patient care.

State non-operating grants (STNONOP): The proportion of total institutional 

revenue from funding that is received from the state governments on a non-exchange 

basis.

Control Variables

Pell Grant Funding (PELLPCT): The percentage of full-time enrolled students 

that receive Pell Grant funding.

Selectivity (SELECT): The proportion of yearly applicants who are admitted to the 

institution.

Enrollment (ENROLL): The total number of full-time students enrolled.
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The value for each of these variables was collected employing the IPEDS 

institution lookup tool (IPEDS, 2012). For the purposes o f this study, data from fiscal 

years 2004 through 2012 was employed. This data collection window was primarily 

driven by the revision and standardization of financial reporting for public institutions 

under GASB statements 34 and 35, which took effect at the beginning of this proposed 

period o f analysis encompassed by this study. Once each institution was selected via the 

site’s search function, the link, Reported Data, was selected in order to access 

information provided in accordance with GASB statements 34 and 35 reporting 

requirements. At the resulting page, the particular year for the desired data was 

designated. Once the year was selected, six-year graduation rate data was accessed via 

the IPEDS Graduation Rates Component Data Summary under the Graduation Rates 

link. Data associated with the financial data variables was accessed from Part B -  

Revenues and Other Additions o f the Finance link. Upon completion of the collection 

process, the data was assembled into an SPSS-compatible file for further analysis.

Institutional Review Board Approval 

This study did not involve the use of human subjects, which would necessitate the 

generation and approval o f informed consent forms, interview protocols, and other 

mechanisms associated with human subjects research. The appropriate Institutional 

Review Board forms were submitted to ensure all appropriate approvals were secured. 

Subsequently, the review board determined that the study was exempt from further 

review and permitted study data collection. The Institutional Review Board approval 

letter is included as Appendix A.
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Data Analysis and Reporting of Results 

The research questions incorporated by this study sought to determine whether 

correlational and predictive relationships existed between a dependent variable and a 

number of predictors. Thus, a standard or simultaneous multiple regression was proposed 

as an appropriate analytical technique for the purpose of testing for statistically 

significant relationships as implied by each research question. The primary reason for the 

selection of this technique was that the study sought to determine if statistically 

significant relationships existed among graduation rates, institutional revenue variables 

and a revenue diversity index.

Prior to the execution of the multiple regression analysis, several preliminary 

steps were undertaken. The first set of steps was involved data screening, as 

recommended by Warner (2007), in order to detect missing values, inconsistent 

responses; extreme outliers, and nonlinear relationships between variables. Mertler and 

Vanatta (2001) also recommended preliminary analyses to test for assumptions regarding 

normality, linearity and homoscedasticity. With respect to missing data, a number of 

options were considered. Variables with high nonresponse rates were assessed for non

inclusion in the study. An additional option was pairwise deletion by which those cases 

that have missing values on any given variable would be excluded from computations 

involving the variable. According to Tabachnick and Fidell (2007), this would serve to 

preserve the maximum value of the sample size in calculations, but could pose the 

potential for inconsistency in resulting correlation values. Thus, to the extent possible, 

this alternative was considered.
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Histograms and boxplots, by which inconsistent responses and extreme outliers 

could be identified, were constructed in SPSS for all variables. As in the case o f missing 

values, these instances were evaluated as to whether they should be included within the 

ensuing computations. A key assumption for the use of parametric statistical techniques 

is that of normal distribution of variable data. A visual examination of variable data 

histograms as well as the execution of Kolmogorov-Smirmov or Shapiro-Wilk tests for 

distribution shape, if determined necessary, was conducted. Additionally, scatterplots 

were examined to verify the appearance of linear relationships between the dependent 

variable and independent variables. In the event any assumptions constituting qualifiers 

for the use of parametric statistics were violated, consideration was granted for the 

employment of data transformation, or the potential use of non-parametric statistical 

techniques (Warner, 2007). Upon completion of data screening, the inverse Simpson 

Diversity Index was computed and tabulated for each institution, for each year covered 

by the study. These indices served as data points for the diversity index variable.

For the purpose of conducting the regression analysis, the standard regression 

technique was employed, versus sequential or data-driven methods. The rationale for this 

choice was that this method would provide the most conservative estimate of predictor 

contribution and would reduce the relative likelihood of Type I errors, as compared to 

alternative methods (Warner, 2007). A Type I error signifies the scenario of failing to 

reject the null hypotheses when, in fact, the null hypothesis is false. Control variables 

were included and evaluated with respect to statistical significance and semi-partial 

correlation in order to isolate potential relationships among student socioeconomic status, 

institutional admissions policy, and institutional size related infrastructure and resource
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access and six-year graduation rates. Due to the large number of potential independent 

variables as represented by the institutional revenue sources, factor analysis was 

considered for the purpose of reducing the number of these variables through identifying 

underlying relational structures.

One issue considered in structuring the analysis was whether the anticipated 

number o f cases encompassed by this study was considered sufficient to provide adequate 

statistical power. Tabachnick and Fidell’s (2007) recommended a minimum A' of 104 + 

k, where N  equals the number of cases, and k the number of predictor variables. Further, 

this rule of thumb presumes a random sample from a very large population. However, 

this was relegated to a moot point, in that the study sample was equivalent to the 

particular institutional population. The output of the regression analysis was to serve to 

answer the study’s research questions and form the basis of the acceptance or rejection of 

any null hypotheses that were developed as final independent variables were identified.

In cases for which inferences about a subject population is drawn from the analysis o f an 

appropriate sample, the rejection of a given null hypothesis is predicated upon a resulting 

p-value at or below an alpha (a) threshold of 0.05. This alpha value represents the 

probability of a Type I error, which is indicative of the researcher’s willingness to assume 

a 5% risk of committing a Type I error, or rejecting the null hypothesis when it was 

actually false. While this study incorporated conventional hypothesis testing, the actual 

subject population was being measured, rendering moot a concrete requirement for 

substantiation through hypothesis testing. In any event, p-values associated with each 

null hypothesis was evaluated with respect to whether or not the null hypothesis should
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be rejected, as a means to provide an amplifying perspective in regards to relationships 

that emerged from the analysis.

Results of the analysis are reported in several formats. First, descriptive statistics, 

such as mean, median, and standard deviation for all variables are presented in tabular 

format. A separate section of information was designated for the reporting of resulting p- 

values and the issuance of statements regarding the rejection or acceptance of null 

hypotheses linked to the research questions. Additionally, information is provided 

regarding the effect sizes and statistical power.

Summary

The emphasis on institutional performance regarding key outcomes such as 

graduation rates is becoming increasingly prevalent. This issue is pervasive throughout 

the higher education landscape, and affects nearly all institutional types. Given such, 

public HBCUs are not immune to this phenomenon. The purpose of this study was to 

examine the potential relationships, through the theoretical lens o f Resource Dependence 

Theory, among public HBCU six-year graduation rates, financial characteristics in the 

form of institutional revenue sources, and the diversity associated with those sources. In 

setting the exploratory stage for the study, a number of research questions were proposed. 

The study was a non-experimental research design, whose intent was to determine if 

statistically significant correlational and predictive relationships existed among the six- 

year graduation rates, and variables representing the institutional revenue source 

diversity. This process was extended to determine if such relationships also existed 

between six-year graduation rates and other variable that potentially emerged via factor 

analyses from the initial pool of 21 institutional revenue sources. The population
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examined by the study was that consisting of the 40 public, baccalaureate degree-granting 

HBCUs. In that data for all members of the targeted population was collected, the 

sample addressed by the study was, in fact, equivalent to the institutional population.

The aforementioned data was collected from IPEDS, which is the institutional data 

collection mechanism for the U.S. Department of Education’s National Center for 

Education Statistics (NCES).

Once collected, the data was subjected to preliminary screening to check for 

missing values, extreme outliers, and inconsistent responses. Since parametric statistical 

analysis methods were employed, the data was examined for conformance to a normal 

distribution and linear relationships between the variables. In order to determine if 

statistically significant correlational relationships existed between variables, multiple 

regression was performed. While not an absolute necessity for a study involving an 

actual subject population, the p-value results of the regression were used to access 

acceptance or rejection of associated null hypotheses, in order to illuminate the relative 

strength of relationships precipitated by the analyses. Data summaries and descriptive 

statistics were reported in tabular formats, and narrative synopses provide results of the 

regression analysis.



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS

The purpose of this study was to explore whether salient relationships exist 

among institutional revenue streams, the diversity associated with those streams, and the 

degree to which a key institutional outcome, six-year graduation rate, is attained at 

public, baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs. The execution of this study bears 

importance to a number o f higher education stakeholders, such as public HBCU students 

and parents; prospective employers of public HBCU graduates; federal, state, and local 

governments; other public constituencies; and public HBCU executive leadership. 

Furthermore, the study poses the potential for providing greater insight into the 

relationships between institutional fiscal policy and student outcomes, with the latter 

becoming an increasingly significant component of the present discourse concerning the 

state of higher education within the United States.

Research Questions

In addressing this task, the study was guided by the following research questions: 

• RQ1: Is there a relevant relationship between six-year graduation rates and 

institutional revenue diversity at public, baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs? 

RQ2: Is there a relevant relationship between six-year graduation rates and 

institutional revenue source at public, baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs?

74
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RQ3: Are institutional revenue diversity and institutional revenue source 

potentially predictive of six-year graduation rates at public, baccalaureate degree 

granting HBCUs?

Relative to the aforementioned research questions, the following hypotheses were tested: 

Hoi: There is no statistically significant relationship between six-year graduation 

rates and institutional revenue diversity at public, baccalaureate degree granting 

HBCUs.

H02: There is no statistically significant relationship between six-year graduation 

rates and institutional revenue source at public, baccalaureate degree granting 

HBCUs.

H03: Institutional revenue diversity and institutional revenue source are not 

significantly predictive of six-year graduation rates, at public, baccalaureate 

degree granting HBCUs.

Population and Data Collection 

This study incorporated a population consisting of the 40 public, baccalaureate 

degree-granting HBCUs, located in 18 states, the District of Columbia and the U.S.

Virgin Islands. The enrollment of the institutions ranged from 1,284 to 12,057 full-time 

students, with an average full-time student body population of 4,964. The data employed 

by the analysis was obtained from IPEDS and included the following 21 institutional 

revenue streams:

Tuition and fees (TUITION)

Capital appropriations (CAPAPPS)
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Capital grants and gifts (CAPGRT)

Federal Appropriations (FEDAPPS)

Federal operating grants and contracts (FEDOPGT)

Federal non-operating grants (FEDNOPGT)

Local Appropriations (LOCAPPS)

State operating grants and contracts (STOPGT)

Local operating grants and contracts (LOCOPGT)

Additions to Permanent Endowments (PENDOW)

Investment Income (INVINC)

Sales and services from auxiliary enterprises (AUXENT)

Sales and Services from Hospitals (HOSPIT)

State Appropriations (STAPPS)

State non-operating grants (STNONOP)

Gifts(GIFTS)

Independent Operations (INDOPS)

Local non-operating grants (LONOPGT)

Other operating revenues (OTHOPS)

Other non-operating grants revenues (OTHNONOP)

Other revenues and additions (OTHREVS)

In addition to the revenue streams, data was collected for the following control variables: 

Selectivity/Pell Grant Funding Percentage (PELLPCT)

Selectivity (SELECT)

Enrollment (ENROLL)
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Nine fiscal years (FY2004 through FY2012) of data were obtained for each of the 40 

institutions, across all revenue streams, resulting in 360 observations.

Data Screening and Conditioning 

An inspection of the resulting data matrix was conducted in order to visually 

identify missing values or other anomalies. This revealed missing revenue values for one 

institution in eight o f the nine fiscal years. In several cases, institutional responses 

representing the percentage o f students admitted was not reported. A subsequent 

investigation revealed that such was customary for those institutions with open 

admissions policies.

Negative values involving the following revenue streams were reported in 30 

cases: gifts, investment income, other non-operating grants, and revenues and capital 

appropriations. The single instance of a negative value for investment income is 

plausible, in that such could represent a loss in the value of an investment during the 

given period. An examination of the financial reporting mechanism employed by the 

institutions revealed that the remaining negative values may have been the result of data 

entry and/or computational errors. Follow-on analyses were structured to examine any 

potential impact on the study results with respect to the inclusion or exclusion of these 

values. Additionally, a substantial presence of zero values across a number of revenue 

streams was noted, indicating that the study institutions did not recognize revenue in 

these classifications. The decision was made to allow the listwise deletion function of 

SPSS to account for missing values; however, no deletion of cases involving zero values 

was applied in that such cases did not represent missing values per se, but instead, 

signified a qualitative artifact of institutional behavior. In other words, a zero value
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reasonably indicated that a particular institution chose not to pursue a revenue stream in a 

particular financial area.

The individual institutional revenue streams for each fiscal year were totaled and 

the corresponding proportion of the total institutional fiscal year revenue was computed 

for each revenue stream. The inverse o f the Simpson diversity index (Simpson, 1949) 

associated with the 21 institutional revenue streams was calculated for each fiscal year.

In addressing the research questions and hypotheses associated with this study, a 

stepwise multiple regression was performed. At the outset o f the analysis, the data 

constituting variable values for the proportional revenue streams, Inverse Simpson Index, 

and controls were subjected to computation of descriptive statistics and assessments 

regarding adherence to assumptions for the potential application of parametric statistical 

methods. Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics associated with the variable data.
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Table 1

Variable Descriptive Statistics

N M inim um M axim um Mean Std. Deviation

TU ITIO N 352 1.31 31.84 15.7854 5.63903

FED O PG T 352 .00 44.16 15.8726 8.98973

STO PG T 352 .00 27.53 2.6689 3.61690

L O CO PG T 352 .00 9.79 .8534 1.2708!

A U X EN T 352 .00 30.80 10.0849 5.39910

H OSPIT 352 .00 1.69 .0048 .09008

IN DO PS 352 .00 12.04 .1352 .95878

O TH O PS 352 -.60 29.13 2.4174 3.45671

FED APPS 352 .00 12.27 .4391 1.49741

STA PPS 352 .00 52.35 31.4153 9.87033

LOCAPPS 352 .00 53.15 1.9195 8.98311

FEN O PG T 352 .00 37.65 8.7094 7.65171

STN O PG T 352 .00 14.46 .5911 1.57208

LO N O PG T 352 .00 .86 .0185 .08778

G IFTS 352 -4.56 12.59 .6652 1.09574

INVINC 352 -13.40 7.47 .6722 1.47407

O TH N O PG T 352 -12.03 29.30 .7442 2.57333

CA PA PPS 352 -13.29 49.14 3.8698 6.62138

CA PG T 352 -.07 28.60 1.8776 4.51212

PEN DO W 352 .00 3.63 .2324 .57752

O TH REV 352 .00 42.50 1.0243 3.50418

SELECT 285 15.32 100.00 55.9216 20.38200

EN RO LL 359 1200.00 13284.00 5020.2786 2694.02485

G R A D R T 359 4.00 54.00 31.7242 9.82468

PELLPCT 359 .00 95.00 64.6657 13.80793

IN VSIM P 352 2.66 7.22 4.6991 .84073

Valid N (listw ise) 277

In order to test the variables for normality, the SPSS Explore function was 

executed; corresponding results were obtained for the Kolmogorov-Smimov and Shapiro- 

Wilk tests. The results of the Kolmogorov-Smimov test reveal that the distribution of all
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variables, with the exception of those associated with tuition and fees, federal operating 

grants, and the inverse Simpson index, significantly departed from normal. Similarly, the 

Shapiro-Wilk test showed that only the variable associated with the inverse Simpson 

index demonstrated a normal distribution. Table 2 summarizes these results.

Table 2

Tests o f Normality

Kolmogorov-Smimov3 Shapiro-Wilk

___________________ Statistic_______ df_________ Sig._______Statistic_______ df_________ Sig.
Tuition and 048 352 0 53 .988 352 .006
Fees

Federal .039 352 .200* .985 352 .001
Operating
Grants

State
Operating
Grants

Local
Operating
Grants

Auxilliary
Enterprises

Hospitals

Independent
Operations

.230 352 .000 .728 352 .000

.251 352 .000 .653 352 .000

.119 352 .000 .950 352 .000

.518 352 .000 .028 352 .000

.499 352 .000 .125 352 .000

Other 239 352 .000 .580 352 .000
Operations

Federal .502 352 .000 .333 352 .000
Appropriations

State .091 352 000 905 352 0 °°
Appropriations

Local .536 352 .000 .214 352 .000
Appropriations

Federal Non- 202 352 .000 .905 352 .000
operating
Grants
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Table 2 - continued

Kolmogorov-Smimov'1 Shapiro-Wilk

Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig.

State Non
operating 
Grants

.393 352 .000 .434 352 .000

Local Non
operating 
Grants

.498 352 .000 .221 352 .000

Gifts .269 352 .000 .221 352 .000

Investment
Income .279 352 .000 .647 352 .000

Other Non
operating 
Grants

.306 352 .000 .555 352 .000

Capital
Appropriations

.277 352 .000 .641 352 .000

Capital Grants .336 352 .000 .474 352 .000

Permanent
Endowments

.344 352 .000 .466 352 .000

Other
Revenues

.404 352 .000 .324 352 .000

Selectivity .074 285 .001 .973 285 .000

Enrollment .118 359 .000 .917 359 .000

Graduation
Rate

.071 359 .000 .977 359 .000

Pell Grant 
Percentage

.057 359 .006 .950 359 .000

Inverse
Simpson Index

.037 352 .200’ .994 352 .148

To supplement these findings, histograms, boxplots and scatter diagrams were 

constructed for each of the variables. From a visual standpoint, 9 of the 26 variable 

histograms demonstrated an approximate normal distribution through a bell-shaped 

characteristic; however the remainder showed signs o f either bimodality or positive skew,
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with the latter apparently being influenced by the prevalence of zero values among those 

variables. The variable boxplots provided additional information regarding normality 

through facilitating an assessment of the central tendency and distribution of variable 

data. The plots highlighted the presence of outliers, which potentially posed adverse 

effects in that parametric statistical approaches lack robustness with respect to the 

substantial presence of outliers within datasets. Overall, 10 of the 21 revenue stream 

variables demonstrated a positive skew within their respective distributions.

Additionally, the presence of outliers and extreme outliers were detected among 21 and 

18 revenue stream variables, respectively.

An additional assumption that needed to be substantiated for the use of parametric 

statistical methods was that of the presence of linear relationships between dependent and 

independent variables. Scatter diagrams were constructed depicting the relationships 

between the six-year graduation rate dependent variable, and the independent revenue 

stream variables, as well as the control variables. Based upon a visual assessment of the 

scatterplots, it appeared that most of the revenue stream variables did not exhibit linear 

relationships with the dependent variable, and this condition was arguably influenced by 

the preponderance of zero values occurring within the revenue stream data.

Given the results of the initial data screening involving normality tests, 

histograms, boxplots, and scatter diagrams, it was concluded that meeting key 

assumptions as preconditions to the application of parametric statistics, were violated 

with respect to a preponderance of variables. Specifically, in relation to a high frequency 

of zero values within revenue stream categories, the associated variables failed to 

demonstrate normality and linearity. In order to reduce the computational consequences
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of data outliers and the potential biasing effects of departures from normality and 

linearity, all zero values within the data set were kept intact, but normalized through the 

transformation of all values into equivalent z-scores. This transformation was 

accomplished by setting the mean (p) of scores (x) equal to zero, the standard deviation 

to one, and employing the following equation for the computation of z-statistics: z = (x - 

p)/ a. The guiding rationale was predicated upon the notion that this process tends to 

create better approximations to bivariate normality among pairs o f variables and reduce 

the artifacts affecting the estimation of each Pearson correlation. Further, it was assumed 

that normalization would assist in improving the fit of the data to assumptions associated 

with multiple regressions. For the purpose of uniquely designating these variables for use 

within the ensuing analysis procedures, they were designated as N<VARiABLE 

NAME>.

In addition to normalized z-scores, dummy variables were created for each value. 

These dummy variables served to characterize the presence or absence of zero variables 

through the execution of a binary coding process. In other words, for each variable case 

containing a zero value, the value of the dummy variable was assigned a value of one. 

Conversely, each non-zero variable case was assigned a value of zero. Accordingly, the 

dummy variables were designated as ZERO_< VARIABLE NAME>. The purpose of this 

process was to create a measure through which an additional assessment of the impact of 

the essential presence of revenue within a given category could be ascertained. The 

aggregated descriptive statistics for the additional normalized and dummy variables are 

shown in Table 3.
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Table 3

Standardized and Dummy Variable Descriptive Statistics

N  Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
NTUITION 352 -2.56700 2.84704 .0000000 1.00000000

NFEDOPGT 352 -1.76563 3.14664 .0000000 1.00000000

NSTOPGT 352 -.73789 6.87361 .0000000 1.00000000

NLOCOPGT 352 -.67150 7.03223 .0000000 1.00000000

NAUXENT 352 -1.86789 3.83676 .0000000 1.00000000

NHOSPIT 352 -.05330 18.70836 .0000000 1.00000000

NINDOPS 352 -.14104 12.41653 .0000000 1.00000000

NOTHOPS 352 -.87291 7.72776 .0000000 1.00000000

NFEDAPPS 352 -.29325 7.90089 .0000000 1.00000000

NSTAPPS 352 -3.18281 2.12097 .0000000 1.00000000

NLOCAPPS 352 -.21368 5.70297 .0000000 1.00000000

NFEDNOPGT 352 -1.13823 3.78224 .0000000 1.00000000

NSTNONOP 352 -.37598 8.82199 .0000000 1.00000000

NLONOPGT 352 -.21070 9.58701 .0000000 1.00000000

NGIFTS 352 -4.76868 10.88286 .0000000 1.00000000

NINVINC 352 -9.54652 4.61158 .0000000 1.00000000

NOTHNOPGT 352 -4.96407 11.09682 .0000000 1.00000000

NCAPAPPS 352 -2.59158 6.83697 .0000000 1.00000000

NCAPGRT 352 -.43165 5.92235 .0000000 1.00000000

NPENDOW 352 -.40238 5.88306 .0000000 1.00000000

NOTHREVS 352 -.29232 11.83605 .0000000 1.00000000

NSELECT 285 -1.99212 2.16262 .0000000 1.00000000

NENROLL 359 -1.41806 3.06743 .0000000 1.00000000

NGRADRT 359 -2.82190 2.26733 .0000000 1.00000000

NPELLPCT 359 -4.68323 2.19687 .0000000 1.00000000

NINVSIMP 352 -2.42609 3.00254 .0000000 1.00000000

ZERO_TUITION 360 .00 .00 .0000 .00000

ZEROFEDOPGT 360 .00 1.00 .0306 .17235

ZERO_STOPGT 360 .00 1.00 .1250 .33118

ZERO_LOCOPGT 360 .00 1.00 .2167 .41255

Z ER O A U X E N T 360 .00 1.00 .0083 .09103

ZEROH OSPIT 360 .00 1.00 .9750 . 15634
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Table 3 - continued

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
ZER O IND O PS 360 .00 1.00 .9222 .26819

ZERO_OTHOPS 360 .00 1.00 .0472 .21241

ZERO FEDAPPS 360 .00 1.00 .8667 .34041

Z ER O STA PPS 360 .00 1.00 .0444 .20637

ZEROLOCAPPS 360 .00 1.00 .9306 .25456

ZEROJFENOPGT 360 .00 1.00 .3222 .46798

ZEROSTNOPGT 360 .00 1.00 .7250 .44714

ZEROLONOPGT 360 .00 1.00 .8944 .30770

ZERO GIFTS 360 .00 1.00 .2917 .45516

ZER O INV IN C 360 .00 1.00 .0167 .12820

ZEROOTFtNOPGT 360 .00 1.00 .4083 .49221

ZERO_CAPAPPS 360 .00 1.00 .3528 .47850

ZEROCAPG T 360 .00 1.00 .5000 .50070

ZERO PENDO W 360 .00 1.00 .6306 .48333

ZEROOTHREV 360 .00 1.00 .7528 .43200

ZERO_SELECT 360 .00 .00 .0000 .00000

ZEROENRO LL 360 .00 .00 .0000 .00000

ZERO_GRADRT 360 .00 .00 .0000 .00000

ZEROPELLPCT 360 .00 1.00 .0028 .05270

ZEROINVSIM P 360 .00 .00 .0000 .00000

Valid N (listwise) 277

Arguably, since some degree of multicollinearity was presumed to exist among 

the revenue stream variables, principal components analysis (PCA) was undertaken in 

order to ascertain if the number of independent variables could be reduced for the 

purpose of farther analysis. The principal components analysis (PCA), employing a 

Varimax orthogonal rotation for simplifying structure, was applied to the normalized and 

dummy variable sets, and yielded 11 factors as depicted in Table 4.
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Table 4

Varimax Rotated Component

Varimax Rotated Component Factors 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 11

ZERO  C A P G T  0.78 0.06 0.03 -0.1 0.06 0.09 0.15 0 -0.25 0.18 0.19

N C A P G T  0.78 0.08 0.13 0.01 0.12 0.77 0.17 0.09 0.29 0.11 0.13

N S T N O P G T  0.71 0.38 0.21 0.01 0.08 0.18 0.03 0.09 0.05 0.06 0.27

Z ER O  ST N  0.7 0.4 3.2 0.01 0.06 0.2 0.04 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.22

O PG T

N O T H O P S 0.42 -0.14 0.22 0.32 0.4 -0.17 0.07 0.03 0.31 -0.02 0.13

ZER O  FEN O PG T  0.1 0.9 -0.02 0.03 0.09 0.01 0.06 -0.04 0 0.01 0.09

N FE N O P G T  -0.18 -0.86 -0.18 -0.01 -0.01 -0.15 -0.08 0.06 0.15 -0.01 -0.12

N FE D O P G T  0.16 0.74 0.19 0.11 0.26 0.17 -0.05 -0.02 0.15 0.2 -0.01

N L O N O PG T  -0.15 -0.15 -0.92 0.07 -0.04 -0.14 -0.05 0.03 0.09 -0.02 0

ZER O  L O N O PG T  0.16 0.16 0.91 -0.06 0.04 0.16 0.06 -0.04 -0.08 0.02 -0.01

N ST N O P G T  0.25 0.17 .3 5  0.1 0.28 0.33 1.11 0.03 0.17 -0.08 0.17

N F E D A P P  0.04 -0.04 0.04 9.95 0 -0.02 0.06 0.03 0.18 -0.01 -0.02

ZERO  F E D A PP  0.03 0.08 -0.05 0.95 0.05 0.02 0.08 -0.03 -0.16 0 0

N G IFT S -0.02 -0.04 -0.08 0.04 -0.9 -0.08 -0.03 0.09 -0.01 0.13 -0.02
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Table 4 - continued

1

Varimax Rotated Component Factors 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Z ER O  G IFTS 0.03 0.21 0.02 -0.03 0.86 0.19 0 -0.02 0 0 -0.07

N L O C O PG T 0.15 0.21 0.07 0 0.11 0.86 0.1 0.04 0.02 0.07 0.03

Z ER O  LO C O PG T -0.07 -0.09 -0.23 0.02 -0.09 -0.84 -0.09 0.09 0.04 -0.09 0.05

N ST A P P -0.12 0.09 -0.41 -0.07 -0.12 -0.42 -0.08 0.09 -0.05 -0.14 -0.07

N P E N D O W -0.14 -0.02 -0.06 -0.08 0.04 -0.07 -0.92 -0.11 -0.07 -0.03 0.08

Z E R O P  E N D O W 0.07 0.09 0.05 0.08 0.07 0.16 0.91 0.11 0.1 0.08 -0.08

ZER O  O T H R E V -0.06 -0.05 -0.03 -0.03 -0.06 -0.03 0.06 0.96 -0.04 0.04 0.03

N O T H R E V 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.04 -0.13 -0.96 0.08 -0.04 0.01

N C A P A P P 0.17 0.01 0.05 0.13 -0.02 -0.02 -0.07 0.07 -0.88 0.12 0.04

Z E R O _C A PA P P -0.09 0.01 -0.07 -0.21 0.03 0.02 0.09 -0.06 0.84 -0.05 -0.04

Z ER O  O T H N O PG  
T

0.1 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 0 0.07 -0.02 0.11 -0.11 0.84 0.01

N O T H N O P G -0.01 -0.17 -0.07 -0.02 0.14 -0.11 -0.12 0.03 0.05 -0.82 0.11

N IN V IN C -0.05 0.07 0.02 0.11 -0.22 0.04 -0.07 -0.03 -0.08 -0.04 0.72

N A U X E N T -0.1 -0.14 0.15 0.04 -0.13 0.04 0.25 -0.18 -0.03 0 -0.67

N T U IT IO N 0.03 -0.05 0.22 -0.09 0.14 -0.02 0.34 -0.21 -0.05 -0.11 0.51
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Next, the structure of the normalized and dummy variable data was transposed to 

facilitate the factor analysis of variables, employing time as an aggregating dimension. 

This was performed in order to determine what, if any, contiguous years o f data within 

each variable grouping could be identified as single homogeneous scales. Based upon the 

resulting data groupings, average variable values for each year-factor were computed. In 

essence, this process generated new summary variables encompassing averages of 

normalized and dummy variable values that were uniformly and positively correlated 

with one another, over certain time periods.

This factor analysis and averaging process was repeated for the 11 factors 

precipitated by the initial factor analysis, as well as the control and inverse Simpson 

Index variables. Overall, this process yielded sub-factors, based upon the detection of 

homogeneity in variable scores, for two of the initially determined factors (FACTOR4 

and FACTOR8), one normalized control variable (NPELLPCT), the normalized inverse 

Simpson Index variable (NINVSIMP), and the normalized variables representing state 

non-operating grants (NSTNOPGT); and other operating revenues (NOTHOPS). In the 

case of all other variables for which year-based sub-factors were not determined, 

summary variable averages for all nine years were computed for use in further analyses.

In order to validate the proposed use of the variable, factor and sub-factor 

averages for subsequent analyses, Cronbach’s alpha was computed for each of these 

elements in order to establish consistency and reliability. For the purposes of this study, a 

Cronbach alpha value of 0.70 or larger was designated as a sufficient indication of 

internal reliability. Summary variables, factors, sub-factors, as well as the associated 

Cronbach’s alpha computations, are listed in Table 5.
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Table 5

Summary Variable Factors, Sub-factors and Cronbach Alpha Values

Summary Variable / 

Factor

F actor/Sub- factor 

(Years)

New Summary Variable / 

Sub-Factor Designation

Cronbach’s

Alpha

AVGFACT0R4 2004-2008 AVGFACTOR4EARLY 0.89

2009-2012 AVGFACTOR4LATE 0.89

AVGFACTOR8 2004-2007 AVGFACTOR8EARLY 0.78

2008-2012 AVGFACTOR8LATE 0.93

NPELL 2004-2007 AVGNPELLEARLY 0.84

2008-2012 AVGNPELLLATE 0.90

NSIMP 2004-2007 A VGN SIMPE ARL Y 0.88

2008-2012 AVGNSIMPLATE 0.93

NSTNOPGT 2004-2006 AVGNSTNOPGTEARLY 0.98

2007-2009 AVGNSTNOPGTMID 0.91

2010-2012 AVGNSTNOPGTLATE 0.94

NOTHOPS 2004-2007 AVGNOTHOPSEARLY 0.88

2008-2012 AVGNOTHOPSLATE 0.90

NSELECT 2004-2012 AVGNSELECT 0.91

NGRADRT 2004-2012 AVGN GRADRT 0.97

NENROLL 2004-2012 AVGNENROLL 0.99

FACTOR1 2004-2012 AVGFACTOR1 0.95

FACTOR2 2004-2012 AVGFACTOR2 0.86

FACTOR3 2004-2012 AVGFACTOR3 0.91

FACTOR5 2004-2012 AVGFACTOR5 0.95

FACTOR6 2004-2012 AVGFACTOR6 0.94

FACTOR7 2004-2012 AVGFACTOR7 0.96

FACTOR9 2004-2012 AVGFACTOR9 0.95

FACTOR 10 2004-2012 AVGFACTOR10 0.85

FACTOR11 2004-2012 AVGFACTOR11 0.96
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The newly created average-based variable factors and sub-factors, as facilitated 

by the preceding factor analyses and internal reliability assessments, were used to 

generate corresponding measures for each of the 40 institutions covered by the study. 

Findings

A preliminary multiple regression of the dependent variable, AVGNGRADRT, 

was executed on the following control, factor, and sub-factor summary variables: 

AVGNSELECT, AVGNENROLL, AVGNPELLEARLY, AVGNPELLLATE, 

AVGFACTOR1, AVGFACTOR2, AVGFACTOR3, AVGFACTOR4EARLY, 

AVGFACTOR4LATE, AVGFACTOR5, AVGFACTOR6, AVGFACTOR7, 

AVGFACTOR8EARLY, AVGFACTOR8LATE, AVGFACTOR9, AVGFACTORIO, 

AVGFACTOR11, AVGNSIMPEARLY, and AVGNSIMPLATE. Table 6 lists the basic 

descriptive statistics associated with these variables.
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Table 6

Variable Factor Descriptive Statistics

Mean Std. Deviation N
AVGNGRADRT -.0054 .91032 40
AVGNSELECT -.0262 .72026 40
AVGNENROLL -.0019 .98952 40
AVGNPELLEARLY -.2313 .89346 40
AVGNPELLLATE .1925 .69291 40
AVGFACTOR1 .0135 .85779 40
AVGFACTOR2 .0046 .45509 40
AVGFACTOR3 .0149 .76262 40
A V GF ACTOR4E AERL Y .0361 .83859 40
AVGFACTOR4LATE -.0342 .94393 39
AVGFACTOR5 -.0217 .84744 40
AVGFACTOR6 .0384 .85624 40
AVGFACTOR7 .0269 .88229 40
AVGFACTOR8EARLY .0280 .78542 40
AVGFACTOR8LATE -.0192 .87310 39
AVGFACTOR9 .0301 .84788 40
AVGFACTORIO .0092 .66739 40
AVGFACTOR11 .0329 .87980 40
AVGNSIMPEARLY -.3840 .68744 40
AVGNSIMPLATE .3108 .85192 39

The regression methodology employed a stepwise variable entry with a 

probability of F-to-enter criterion of less than or equal to 0.50, and a probability of F-to- 

remove criterion of greater than or equal to 0.10. This resulted in a two-step model 

development with AVGNPELLLATE , AVGNSELECT, AVGNENROLL, and 

AVGNPELLEARLY entering in the first step, followed by AVGFACTOR1 in the 

second and final iteration. The overall regression, encompassing the five predictors was 

statistically significant, R = .740, R2 = .548, adjusted R2 = .479, F{5, 33) = 7.998, p -<  

.001. Thus, the six-year graduation rate for these institutions could be predicted from this
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set o f variables with approximately 48% of the variance in six-year graduation rates 

accounted for by the regression. In examining the r-ratio for each of the predictor 

variables, it was found that two of the five predictors were significantly predictive of six- 

year graduation rates. These variables included the summary variables for institutional 

selectivity (AVGNSELECT), t(33) = -3.574,p  =< .001; and one of the factor variables 

(AVGFACTOR1), f(33) = -5.117, p  =< .001. The results of this multiple regression are 

shown in Table 7.
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Table 7

Multiple Regression Results

Semi-partial Unstandardized Standardized
Zero-order Correlation Correlation sr2 Coefficient b Coefficient (I

AVGFACTOR1 AVGENROLL AVGNSELECT AVGNPELLEARLY AVGNPELLATE AVGNGRADRT

A VGNPELLATE

AVGNPELLEARLY

A VGNSELECT

AVGNENROLL

A VGNFACTORI

Mean

SD

•p  0.05

*p <= 0.01 

***p< =  0.001

LOO

0.0135

0.85779

1.00

-0.234

-0.0019

0.98952

1.00

-0.109

-0.399*

-0.0262

0.72026

1.00

-0.214

-0.268*

0.264*

-0.2313

0.89346

LOO

0.643***

0.109

-0.268*

0.007

0.1925

0.69291

-0.200

-0.228

- 0.211

0.347*

-0.546***

-0.0054

0.91032

-0.045

-0.058

-0.418

0.083

-0.599

R2 = .548 

R2,„6 = .479 

R -  .740

-0.083

-0.085

-0.62**

0.084

-0.74** 

Intercept = -0.015

-0.063

-0.084

-0.491

0.092

-0.697
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To address the research questions with greater specificity with respect to 

relationships associated with particular revenue streams, the AVGFACTOR1 variable 

was disaggregated into its component parts as follows: AVGZERONCAPGT, 

AVGNCAPGT, AVGZERO NSTNOPGT, AVGNSTNOPGTEARLY, 

AVGSTNOPGTMID, AVGSTNOPGTLATE, AVGNOTHOPSEARLY and 

AVGOTHOPSLATE. A second stepwise multiple regression of the dependent variable, 

AVGNGRADRT, was executed on the AVGFACTOR1 component variables, along with 

AVGNSELECT, AVGNENROLL, AVGNPELLEARLY, AVGNPELLLATE, 

AVGSIMPEARLY AND AVGNSIMPLATE. As in the case of the initial regression, 

this iteration employed a stepwise variable entry with a probability of F-to-enter criterion 

of less than or equal to 0.50, and a probability of F-to-remove criterion of greater than or 

equal to 0.10. This resulted in a two-step model development with AVGNPELLLATE, 

AVGNSELECT, AVGNENROLL, and AVGNPELLEARLY entering in the first step, 

followed by AVGZERO NSTNOPGT in the second and final step. The results of this 

multiple regressions yielded a statistically significant model and are shown in Table 8.
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Table 8

Multiple Regression Results (with AVGFACT0R1 disaggregated)

Zero-order Correlation
Semi-partial 
Correlation \ r

Unstandardized 
Coefficient b

Standardized 
Coefficient [1

AVGZERO _STNOPGT AVGENROLL AVGNSELECT AVGNPELLEARLY AVGNPELLATE AVGNGRADRT

AVGNPELLATE 1.00 -0.200 -0.046 -0.086 -0.086

AVGNPELLEARLY 1.00 0.643*** -0.228 -0.113 -0.166 -0.065

AVGNSELECT 1.00 -0.214 0.109 -0.211 -0.362 -0.532** -0.532

AVGNENROLL LOO -0.109 -0.268* -0.268* 0.347* 0.088 0.091 0.099

AVGZERO STNOPGT 1.00 -0.266* -0.362* 0.162 -0.080 -0.427** -0.460 -1.311* -0.532

Mean 0.7472 -0.0019 -0.0262 -0.2313 0.1925 -0.0054 Intercept = 0.938

SD 0.36979 0.98952 0.72026 0.89346 0.69291 0.91032 R! = .40l

* p < -  0.05 R2„(, = .3I0

*p <= 0.01 R = .633

***p <= 0.001
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Research Question 1 

This question addressed the issue of whether or not a relevant relationship exists 

between institutional revenue diversity and six-year graduation rates at publically funded, 

baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs. The final stepwise multiple regression employing 

the summary variables representing standardized Inverse Simpson Diversity indices for 

revenues (AVGNSIMPEARLY and AVGNSIMPLATE) revealed that neither 

AVGNSIMPEARLY, f(33) = 1.210, p  = .235; and AVGNSIMPLATE, *(33) = 1.360, p =

. 183, were significantly predictive of six-year graduation rates. Thus, the analysis failed 

to support the rejection o f the null hypothesis (Hoi), stipulating that there is no 

statistically significant relationship between six-year graduation rates and institutional 

revenue diversity at publically funded, baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs.

Research Question 2 

This question explored the prospect of relevant relationships existing among 

institutional revenue streams and six-year graduation rates at publically funded, 

baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs. The second-stage stepwise multiple regression 

employing the summary variables representing the disaggregated AVGFACTOR1 

summary variable revealed that one variable, the state non-operating grant dummy 

variable (A V G ZERO N  STNOPGT) summary/dummy variable, t(33) = -3.418,/? =< .05., 

was significantly related to six-year graduation rates. While the control variable for 

institutional size (AVGNENROLL) was not significantly related to graduation rate in the 

final regression model, it did exhibit a significant zero-order correlation, t{33) = .654, p 

=< .05, with graduation rate. Accordingly, the analysis provided support to reject the null 

hypothesis (H02), purporting that there is no statistically significant relationship between
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six-year graduation rates and institutional revenue source at publically funded, 

baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs.

Research Question 3 

This research sought to determine whether institutional revenue diversity and 

institutional revenue source were potentially predictive of six-year graduation rates. The 

second-stage stepwise multiple regression employing the summary variables representing 

the disaggregated AVGFACTOR 1 summary variable revealed that the resulting model, 

incorporating one revenue stream predictor (AVGZERO STNOPGT) and four controls 

(AVGNSELECT, AVENENROLL, AVGNPELLEARLY, and AVGNPELLLATE) was 

statistically significant, R = .633, R2 = .401, adjusted R2 = .310, F(5, 33) = 4.421, p =< 

.05. Accordingly, the six-year graduation rate for these institutions could be predicted 

from this model with approximately 31 % of the variance in six-year graduation rates 

being accounted for. Further, the t-ratios for the predictor variables showed that two of 

the five predictors were significantly correlated with six-year graduation rates. These 

variables included the summary control variable for institutional selectivity 

(AVGNSELECT), f(33) = -2.686, p  =< .05; and one of the revenue stream dummy 

variables (AVGZERO NSTNOPGT), r(33) = -3.418, p  =< .05. The mean of the 

institutional selectivity variable was 0.7250, which implied that in most of the nine years 

encompassed by the study data, the institutions did not receive state non-operating grants. 

However, the beta weight of -0.532, signaled that for years during which these 

institutions received few state non-operating grants, six-year graduation rates were lower. 

A similar beta weight of -0.532 for the institutional selectivity control/summary variable 

(AVGNSELECT) indicated that for every one-half standardized unit increase in the
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average standardized proportion of students admitted, the average standardized six-year 

graduation rate will decrease by one standard deviation. Thus, the analysis provided 

support to reject the null hypothesis (H03), positing that there is no statistically significant 

predictive relationship between six-year graduation rates and institutional revenue source 

at publically funded, baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs.

Summary

The methodology associated with this study applied a quantitative approach to 

addressing three research questions that explored the potential existence of relationships 

among six-year graduation rates, institutional revenue diversity, and individual revenue 

streams at the 40 publically funded, baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs. Additionally, 

it investigated whether some combination of institutional revenue streams and measures 

of revenue diversity were significantly predictive of six-year graduation rates. 

Incorporated into this examination were controls representing institutional selectivity, 

enrollment and student body socioeconomic status.

Preliminary data screening revealed a prevalence of zero values among revenue 

classifications for a substantial number of institutions. In that the proposed methodology 

for analysis involved the stipulation for meeting certain requirements for the application 

of parametric statistics, the data set was subjected to visual assessments o f histograms, 

boxplots, and scatter diagrams generated for each variable. These assessments identified 

anomalies such as bimodality, positive skewness, extreme outliers, and the lack of linear 

relationships between the proposed dependent and independent variables. In essence, the 

existing characteristics of the raw data suggested violations parametric statistics 

assumptions. In order to address this issue, standardized and binary dummy variables
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corresponding to each of the initial raw data variables were created for use in further 

analyses.

In an effort to reduce the complexity of the data set and number of variables to be 

employed in multiple regression processes, a two-stage factor analysis approach was 

conducted through which summary variables were computed for each of the 40 

institutions addressed by the study. An initial multiple regression process produced 

findings of statistical significance for a factor summary variable, in addition to four 

control summary variables. A follow-up multiple regression in which the aforementioned 

factor summary variable was disaggregated into its component variables was performed, 

resulting in the identification of a statistically significant predictive model incorporating 

the control summary variables and the dummy, summary variable representing state non

operating grants. Accordingly, the regression results provided support for accepting the 

null hypothesis that there was no relevant relationship between six-year graduation rates 

and institutional revenue diversity, and the rejection of the null hypotheses suggesting 

that there were no relevant relationships between six-year graduation rates and 

institutional revenue source, as well that purporting that institutional revenue diversity 

and institutional revenue source are not potentially predictive of six-year graduation rates.

Based upon these results, the next section of this study provides a further 

discussion of the findings, particularly as they relate to previous studies as outlined in 

Chapter 2. It will outline overall conclusions and what implications exist for professional 

practice and implementation within the realm of higher education leadership and policy 

generation. Finally, it will outline potential avenues for future research for broadening
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the scope of study and knowledge acquisition, as well as gaining greater insight into the 

impact of institutional fiscal policy on outcomes.



CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Institutional performance against the core mission of educating students is a 

widely discussed issue in higher education. This is largely due to the fact that policy 

makers are considering whether accountability for educational goal achievement should 

be a necessary precedent for the provision of governmental funding. Likewise, one could 

surmise that perceived operational shortcomings could also serve to chill the prospect of 

institutional donations from alumni and other philanthropic sources. Fueling this 

discussion is the current state of mission attainment among U.S. colleges and universities. 

Nearly half of the students matriculating at the post-secondary educational level fail to 

attain a bachelor’s degree over a six-year period of study.

Some institutions, whether differentiated by factors such as administrative 

control, size, or historical mission, fare worse or in certain cases, better than others.

Given these apparent differences, this study set forth an examination of publically 

funded, baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs, in that while enjoying noteworthy success 

in educating their principal constituency, African Americans, they have typically lagged 

behind the aggregated average of publically funded four-year institutions. Thus, this 

study sought to provide additional insight with regard to institutional policy that may 

relate to graduation rate performance.

One potential trend that has been cited is that of systematic reductions in state 

appropriations for publically funded institutions. It is not uncommon for this particular

101
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revenue source to constitute a substantial component of the overall revenue structure for 

publically funded colleges and universities. Accordingly, such would be the case for 

publically funded, four-year HBCUs. The concept of Resource Dependence Theory 

suggests that in pursuing its operational mission, an institution will demonstrate 

behavioral shifts in terms of fiscal policy, in order to reduce perceived overdependence or 

vulnerabilities with respect to certain resources. Arguably, decreasing state 

appropriations has arguably set the stage for similar responses among publically funded 

HBCUs.

Summary of the Study 

This study established a numerical index of revenue diversity to act as a surrogate 

or artifact of the potential manifestation of Resource Dependence Theory, and further 

sought to determine if such a manifestation bore any significant relationship to the 

attainment of organizational outcomes— particularly six-year graduation rates. 

Additionally, it endeavored to ascertain whether additional correlations, and potentially 

predictive relationships, exist among specific revenue sources and graduation rates.

A comprehensive analysis of data, incorporating institutional revenue streams, the 

calculated diversity index, and several control variables was conducted by which several 

findings were precipitated. This chapter presents a summary and discussion of these 

findings. Additionally, it sets forth what conclusions can be drawn, as well as the 

implications and opportunities for continued research in this area.

Conceptually, this study was constructed upon the recommendation of Titus 

(2004) to broaden the examination of retention and student outcomes to include 

additional sub-segments of higher education. It also took into account Pike et al.’s (2009)
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encouragement of additional exploration of the relationships between institutional fiscal 

policy and organizational outcomes. Further, the aims of this study addressed concerns 

generating the ongoing discourse relative to institutional performance regarding 

outcomes attainment (Astin, 1993b; Ryan, 2004; Tinto & Pusser, 2006). In that 

publically funded HBCUs typically serve a large contingent of minority students, this 

study also targeted the pressing issue concerning this educational constituency as outlined 

by Lau (2003).

Summary of Major Findings 

Inherent characteristics of the study dataset, namely the prevalence of zero values 

among the revenue stream values, necessitated conditioning of the data by which 

standardized and dummy variables were created. Further, these variables, as well as the 

controls, were subjected to a two-stage factor analysis conducted for the purpose of 

reducing the variable set. In turn, the reduced variable set was subjected to multiple 

iterations of a regression analysis, which yielded the following general results:

■ No relevant relationship was found to exist between six-year graduation rates and 

revenue diversity.

■ A relevant relationship was found to exist between six-year graduation rates and 

state non-operating grants.

■ A potentially predictive relationship was found to exist between six-year 

graduation rates and a set o f independent variables representing controls and one 

revenue source.
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Discussion of Findings 

The six-year graduation rate for institutions included in the sample ranged from 4 

to 54%, with an average of 31.72% as computed over the nine-year period encompassed 

by the data collected dataset. This is an additional demonstration that on average, 

publically funded four-year HBCUs exhibit lower six-year graduation rates than the 

reported average for all publically funded four-year institutions as outlined by previous 

studies (Lee, 2012; Montgomery & Montgomery, 2012; Study, 2011). However, it is 

recommended that judgment with respect to this finding be tempered in light of Rhee’s 

(2008) discovery and contention that despite the exhibited levels of graduation rates, 

HBCUs still, as a whole, outperform their TWI counterparts with respect to graduating 

African Americans.

Through the integration certain control variables within the analysis, the study 

produced findings that addressed previous research regarding the relationships between 

institutional characteristics and outcomes. Accordingly, it was found that a positive 

relationship existed between the selectivity control variable (AVGNSELECT) and the 

six-year graduation rate variable (AVGNGRADRT). This generally supported previous 

studies that found similar relationships between selectivity and retention (Upcraft et al., 

2005), as well as that between selectivity and graduation rate (Gansemer-Toph & Schuh, 

2006; Kane, 1998; Kim, 2007; Titus, 2004). In that the study involved a homogeneous 

sample o f publically funded institutions, there was no further insight established as to the 

relationship of institutional control (i.e., publically funded or private) with persistence as 

addressed by previous studies (Anstine, 2013; Astin & Oseguera, 2002; Pascarella & 

Terenzini, 1991), as well as degree attainment (Kim, 2007; Ryan, 2004; Titus, 2006).
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As indicated in the results summary, the dummy variable for state non-operating 

grants (ZEROSTNOPGT) exhibited a positive correlational relationship with six-year 

graduation rates, as well as served as a predictive component of resulting regression 

model. This finding aided in isolating an institutional revenue stream classification that 

is positively associated with outcomes. However, while this augmented previous 

research that demonstrated linkages between outcomes and revenue sources, the findings 

did not support or reinforce previous findings of positive relationships between 

graduation rate and sources such as donative income (Winston, 1999); tuition and fees 

(Harris, 2011; Titus, 2006b); state appropriations (Zhang, 2009); and state operating 

grants, investment income, and auxiliary enterprises (Harris, 2011). The analysis’ 

precipitation of a statistically significant regression model consisting of a combination of 

control variables (AVGNSELECT, AVENENROLL, AVGNPELLEARLY, and 

AVGNPELLLATE) and a revenue stream dummy variable (AVGZERO NSTNOPGT) 

demonstrated that six-year graduation rates can be estimated through the employment of 

a combination of institutional characteristics and the presence of certain revenue streams. 

The regression model did not exhibit a significant relationship between the enrollment 

control variable (AVGNENROLL) and six-year graduation rate; however, a significant 

zero-order correlation was found. This provided limited support o f Ryan’s (2004) and 

Titus’ (2004) findings reporting a positive effect of institutional size on graduation rates, 

but also reflected inconsistency in such evidence as reflected in Pascarella and 

Terenzini’s (1991) conclusions.

Fethke (2005) maintained that due to declines in federal subsidies, colleges and 

universities have begun to migrate towards exhibiting financial structures that resemble



privately funded entities. In alignment with this proposed evolutionary path, it was 

proposed that a greater institutional emphasis on profit-making activities (Leslie & 

Slaughter, 1997), federal research grants and auxiliary enterprise income (Franklin, 

2007), and gifts from private donors (Franklin, 2007; Toutkoushian, 2003) would result. 

A pervasiveness of zero values for revenue streams within the dataset tended to indicate 

that publically funded, four-year HBCUs are not capitalizing on potential income outside 

a fairly narrow and consistent cross-section of sources. This common characteristic 

among the revenue structures exhibited by the four-year, publically funded HBCUs 

covered by this study also tends to somewhat contradict the organizational behavioral 

expectations that would reasonably emanate from a manifestation of Pfeffer and 

Salancik’s (1978) resource dependency framework. Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) implied 

that as a potential measure to maintain or improve performance against organizational 

objectives, while counteracting over-dependency and vulnerability on a given resource 

such as state appropriations, institutions would begin to leverage alternative sources. In 

this study, revenue diversity, as operationalized by the computation and employment of 

the inverse Simpson index, was structured to serve as an indicator of such organizational 

action. The lack of a statistically significant relationship between revenue diversity and 

six-year graduation rate does not tend to support the existence of a linkage between 

outcomes and this particular fiscal strategy. However, this conclusion could in fact, be 

mitigated by the notion that in their functioning as loosely-coupled entities, indirect and 

time-separated relationships between such strategies and outcomes could indeed exist.
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Conclusions

The descriptive statistics involving the six-year graduation rate variable tended to 

substantiate previous indications that publically funded, 4-year HBCUs exhibit lower 

graduation rates as compared to their TWI counterparts. However, it is advised that due 

caution be exercised in considering this result. There are a number of contextual factors 

that may mitigate this assessment regarding the mission fulfillment of these institutions. 

First, it is widely recognized that these institutions have been notably successful in 

infusing the nation’s professional occupational ranks with highly respected talent. Some 

may argue that these institutions have in fact, been more successful at this endeavor than 

their TWI counterparts, as evidenced by favorable graduation rate comparisons, 

specifically involving the African-American student segment. Secondly, these 

institutions have historically served as a key component in providing critical access to the 

nation’s system of higher education for students o f lower-socioeconomic classes, as 

evidenced by the demonstration of a relatively high proportion of students receiving Pell 

Grant funding. It could also potentially be argued that levels of academic preparedness 

are to a substantial degree, tied to socioeconomic status. Given such, these institutions 

may actually be outpacing the academic success o f their TWI counterparts in that they are 

matriculating and successfully graduating students embarking upon this endeavor at a 

distinct disadvantage relative to their majority peers. Ongoing litigation precipitating 

evidence of historical governmental underfunding possibly suggests that these 

institutions, in the larger context of things, have been ‘doing more with less,’ despite 

lacking equitable infrastructure and academic support mechanisms. In essence, a 

seemingly sterile, but superficial and uni-dimensional assessment of institutional
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accomplishment such as six-year graduation rate, may belie the noble purpose and 

positive societal impact of these institutions. This potentially further illuminates the need 

for the questioning of six-year graduation rate as an appropriate and solitary measure of 

institutional success, as it fails to capture situational context, as well as the emerging 

patterns and complexities of the pursuit and delivery of higher education.

The empirical analysis embodied by this study did not substantiate the presence of 

a significant relationship between six-year graduation rate and institutional revenue 

diversity. A potential interpretation here is that a key theoretical framework embodied by 

the study, Resource Dependence Theory, simply does not occur within the scope and 

context of this particular subset of institutions. Accordingly, it could be held that these 

institutions, in pursuing outcome attainment, may tend to maintain operational inertia 

with respect to fiscal policy, and thereby resist the behavioral implications associated 

with an institutional yield to quasi market forces. Another potential explanation is that 

resource dependency-related policy changes do occur; however, the relationship between 

this phenomenon and graduation outcomes is masked by the purported, inherent loosely- 

coupled characteristic of institutions of higher education. Given such, the relationship 

between the two may be somewhat more complex than assumed and succinctly captured 

by the theoretical foundations of this study. Quite possibly, organizational factors and 

interrelationships that are not encapsulated by the underpinning theoretical frameworks of 

this study may mediate or moderate linkages between graduation rate and fiscal policy.

The lack of a clear manifestation of Resource Dependence Theory action by the 

institutions in question may also be predicated by the subtle assumption that this has 

occurred by choice. In other words, it may be assumed they have voluntarily chosen to
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forego diversification and new revenue acquisition as a means to achieve fiscal 

equilibrium in terms of revenue structure. However, the scope of this study did not 

uncover evidence of the sort. Debatably, the pursuit of broadened revenue streams, 

particularly grants, contracts, and donative income requires substantial institutional 

capacity in terms of human resources, outreach mechanisms, and administrative functions 

to support this effort. Additionally, establishing substantive revenue streams from private 

and alumni giving often takes years to accomplish, and persistent effort to sustain.

The results of this study suggest that those institutions exhibiting the existence of 

revenue streams associated with state non-operating grants tend to show higher six-year 

graduation rates in corresponding years. This value of this correlation provides some 

degree of additional insight as to the presence of certain institutional characteristics when 

higher graduation rates are likewise demonstrated. However, since the outcome in 

question, graduation rate, is actually the result of events and the engagement of resources 

over an extended time period, it is not appropriate to represent any inferences relative to a 

potential influence on graduation rates by this particular revenue source.

The resulting model from the regression analysis reveals that six-year graduation 

rates for publically funded, four-year HBCUs can be predicted employing a combination 

of institutional characteristics and revenue stream variables. While institutional 

characteristics such the student socioeconomic profile and enrollment are not in and of 

themselves, significantly related to graduation rates, their role as predictive components 

within the model provide some insight as to factors that come into play. While not 

substantiated statistically, the negative signs of the AVGNPELLATE and 

AVGNPELLEARLY variables’ unstandardized beta coefficients support the logical
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reasoning that institutions that tend towards greater enrollments of students from lower 

socioeconomic classes would exhibit lower graduation rates due to challenges faced by 

this demographic segment. Likewise, positive sign of the AVGNENROLL variable’s 

unstandardized beta coefficient provides support for previous research that demonstrated 

the association of higher graduation rates with larger institutions. This makes intuitive 

sense, in that it could be argued that larger institutions possess the financial wherewithal 

to provide enhanced supportive infrastructure for promoting student persistence and 

success.

Overall, this study moves the academic field incrementally, but substantively 

closer, to a clearer understanding of relationships between institutional performance and 

policy decisions. Specifically, it provides further insight as to the operational status, 

mission attainment and potential influences of fiscal policy of publically funded HBCUs. 

Thus, this understanding will assist in guiding decisions of administrators and policy 

makers through expanding the institutional knowledge base and providing additional 

insight for validating or disproving assumptions present within this process.

Implications

Related literature suggests that publically funded institutions, inclusive of 

publically funded HBCUs, are being subjected to a systemic reduction in state 

appropriations. This is a resource, which these institutions, due to their very nature as 

publically funded entities, have heavily relied upon as a principal means of financial 

sustenance. The theoretical framework of resource dependence suggests that in an 

attempt to reduce vulnerability to this particular resource, while simultaneously pursing 

maintenance or improvement in mission related outcomes, these institutions embark upon
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insulating initiatives such as revenue diversification. Further, the theoretical framework 

of systems theory provides the basis for an indirect and complex interlinking between the 

initiative and the outcomes.

The results of the study tend to reject the notion that revenue diversification is 

positively associated with six year graduation rates. Thus, the absence of findings 

suggesting a manifestation of the aforementioned theoretical underpinning implies that 

revenue diversification is not an imperative strategic direction in terms of fiscal policy in 

indirectly promoting the attainment of six-year graduation rates as an institutional 

outcome. However, revenue diversification, as a potential behavioral demonstration of 

Resource Dependence Theory is not without merit. While intuitively meritorious, it 

would be arguably fiscally responsible for an institution to pursue actions to bolster its 

financial health, stability, and economic capability. A noteworthy tenant of Resource 

Dependence Theory is that manifestations of associated actions, especially within 

loosely-coupled organizations, often occur amidst the pursuit o f seemingly mutually 

exclusive, or even competing organizational objectives. Thus, in relation to the scenario 

of publically funded HBCUs, it is arguably advisable for the leadership of these 

institutions to simultaneously pursue both revenue diversification, as well as 

improvements in six-year graduation rates, in that both serve to positively benefit the 

organization.

Of the 21 revenue institutional streams assess for the presence of relevant 

correlations with six-year graduation rates, state non-operating grants emerged as such. 

The study results imply that higher six-year graduation rates tended to be associated with 

years in which these institutions were receiving state non-operating grant funding. While
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it is not appropriate within the scope of this study to draw conclusions beyond an 

acknowledgement of the association between this variable and the examined outcome, the 

nature o f this type of funding is of some significance. Funding from governmental 

entities is typically classified as exchange transaction or non-exchange transaction. An 

alternative classification of exchange and non-exchange funds is operating versus non

operating, respectively. The classification of funding as operating revenues implies that 

the grantor receives something of approximately the same value in return for the funds. 

Conversely, in the case o f non-operating revenue, there is no requirement for the 

institution to provide the grantor something in exchange. Examples of uses of non

operating funding includes instances of construction projects, renovation, and equipment 

procurement in which the institution retains ownership, and the funding of scholarships 

for which students are not required to work in return. A significant aspect o f state non

operating grants as a revenue source is that these funds, by definition, appear to lack 

certain restrictions relative to how they are employed to the institutions’ benefit.

Although the intent of this study was not to ascertain the nature of and the degree 

to which this action takes place, it could be surmised that these funds may be potentially 

utilized for institutional activity facilitating student retention and persistence. Thus, 

institutional leadership may find it prudent conduct further exploration as to how this 

type of funding or its classification can be leveraged in supporting initiatives for 

improving outcomes. Additionally, students serve to directly benefit from resulting 

programmatic activity and infrastructure improvements undertaken for enhancing their 

chances for academic success, and potential inferences from these findings may serve to
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generate positive perspectives among financial policy-makers relative to their funding 

decisions.

The analysis of this study produced a relevant regression model within which a 

relationship was specified between the six-year graduation rate outcome variable and a 

set of independent variables. The design of this study was to facilitate the identification 

of salient relationships among the variables via a regression mechanism. Given such, the 

intent was not to specify cause and effect interactions; however, knowledge of these 

relationships and the ensuing model provide some limited utility for leadership and 

administrators engaged in what-if analyses concerning the effects of changes and trends 

in institutional attributes such as admissions policies and enrollment.

Despite any additional insight the results of this study provides, there exist 

significant issues for higher education policy makers, such that policy making is 

tempered to account for factors that may not be readily apparent. A component of the 

ongoing discourse concerning institutional outcomes is whether funding, either whole or 

in part, should be tied to outcome performance. It is recommended that such a 

consideration should be approached with caution. There appears to be no compelling 

evidence at this point that such an approach would yield the desired results. Even if 

feasible, another issue that has to be addressed is that of selecting the appropriate 

measure. This study examined institutional performance employing six-year graduation 

rate as the comparison mechanism. While recognized as possessing inherent flaws 

relative to this purpose, it appears to be the default assessment in absence of a more 

appropriate gauge that captures the complexities student degree completion. In the case 

of publically funded HBCUs, one could argue that the application of such a measure is
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even more shortsighted. A compelling positive argument for these institutions could be 

made predicated upon the notion that quantitative assessments o f their performance 

should be tied to the societal accomplishment of their respective mission. In this respect, 

they have historically and continue to enjoy admirable successes in the unenviable task of 

educating a substantial segment of the academically underprepared and under-resourced. 

After all, one could contend that such a purpose established the philosophical and societal 

cornerstone of the U.S. land-grant college system.

Recommendations for Future Research 

Considering the findings o f this study, there are a number of potential avenues for 

research. The scope o f this study was fairly narrow by design, in that it sought to 

ascertain the existence of relationships between six-year graduation rates and artifacts of 

institutional fiscal policy, specifically among publically funded HBCUs. While they are 

an important subset of the U.S. higher education arena, the issues that precipitated this 

study are systemic to nearly all colleges and universities. In other words, six-year 

graduation rate data imply that many institutions, regardless of institutional control, size, 

and other characteristics, are falling short o f an acceptable attainment of institutional 

mission in terms of graduating their students. Thus, a key opportunity is to expand the 

scope and parameters of this study to include other institutions. Quite possibly, a greater 

breadth of institutions may yield more extensive data that are accommodating to a greater 

portfolio of quantitative analysis techniques. While publically funded HBCUs possess 

some appreciable degree of institutional homogeneity, the findings of expanded studies, 

may in fact, be generalizable to the benefit of these institutions.
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The problem addressed by this study inherently imbeds a component involving a 

comparison between publically funded HBCUs their TWI counterparts in term of six- 

year graduation rates. However, the study does so with respect to six-year graduation 

rate as a uni-dimensional measure. Even though publically funded HBCs may exhibit 

lower relative performance with respect to this measure, further study is warranted to 

understand what fiscal policy related factors may be contributing to this. Stated 

otherwise, an examination could be pursued to determine if revenue diversification is a 

moderating or mediating factor in highlighting differences in six-year graduation rates 

between publically funded HBCUs and their comparable TWI counterparts. Along these 

lines, the most appropriate comparison basis, may in fact, be that of efficiency, taking 

into account the institutional transformation of inputs to outcomes, versus a singular and 

arguably flawed, performance measure. This consideration becomes a particularly 

significant one, given the notion of systemic publically funded HBCU underfunding as 

evidence by continuing legal challenges in the U.S. courts system.

Maintaining the boundaries of research on this topic to publically funded HBCUs 

still circumscribes fertile ground for academic inquiry. While existing as a fairly 

homogeneous institutional subset, these institutions appear to exhibits some degree of 

heterogeneity with respect to graduation rate performance. Thus, a logical call to action 

is for research efforts undertaken to understand institutional traits, practices, and 

programmatic activity that contribute to differences. From this effort, the ensuing body 

of knowledge would potentially precipitate greater guidance and prescriptive feedback to 

leadership in their effort to close operational performance gaps.
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Summary

This study addressed the issue o f relatively lower six-year graduation rates among 

publically funded, baccalaureate degree granting HBCUs, as compared to their TWI 

counterparts. Multiple regression analyses were carried out to identify the existence of 

potential relationships among six-year graduation rates, controls representing institutional 

characteristics, and revenue stream variables precipitated from two-stage factor analyses. 

The results from the analyses revealed the absence of a relevant relationship between six- 

year graduation rates and revenue diversity; the presence of a relevant relationship 

between six-year graduation rates and state non-operating grants; and the development of 

a mathematical model illustrating a potentially predictive relationship between six-year 

graduation rates, control variables, and the variable representing state non-operating 

grants.

The lack of evidence of a relevant relationship between six-year graduation rates 

and revenue diversity appeared to be an indication of no substantive impact o f revenue 

diversification, as a manifestation of Resource Dependence Theory, on the institutional 

outcome of six-year graduation rates. However, the relationship between six-year 

graduation rates and state non-operating grants did demonstrate some degree of 

association between outcomes and fiscal policy. Likewise, the resulting multiple 

regression model identifies a potentially predictive relationship by which six-year 

graduation rates may be estimated from a combination of control and revenue variables.

Overall, the results of this study provide some incremental expansion of previous 

research findings regarding the relationships between institutional performance, 

institutional characteristics, and revenue acquisition. In the face of additional insight this
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study provides for stakeholders, recommendations for expanding the scope of this 

research, as well as those for a more in-depth and qualitative examinations of this 

institutional subset are forwarded. In doing so, more comprehensive and valid 

explanations of publically funded HBCU graduation rate performance can be ascertained. 

This is particularly important in light of ongoing discourse regarding the potential linkage 

of governmental financial support to institutional performance outcomes.

Reflections regarding the study suggest that an assessment of the performance of 

these institutions is considerably more complex that purely quantitative methodologies 

facilitate. Sterile and perceptibly objective performance measures such as graduation 

rates are intertwined with societal accomplishments that are invariably filtered by the 

seemingly objectified lenses of some quantitative measure and approaches. Thus, 

researchers, in continuing this exploration, policy makers in impacting the financial 

plight of these institutions, and prospective students and parents exercising educational 

choice, are encouraged to broaden their corresponding perspectives of the publically 

funded HBCU and its institutional circumstance.
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(for expedited review) and was approved under Category 5 per 63 FR 60364.

Your application was approved fo r one year o f study on 13-May-2014. The protocol 
expires 13-May- 2015. If the study continues beyond one year, it must be re-evaluated 
by the IRB Committee

Respectfully,

dcCUL-iMU^
Ava Chambliss-Richardson, M.Ed., CIP, CIM
Associate Director of Human Research Protection Programs (HRPP)
Member
Institutional Review Board
Mercer University IRB & Office of Research Compliance 
Phone (478) 301-4101 /  Fax (478) 301-2329 
ORC_Mercer@Mercer.edu

Mercer University has adopted, and agrees to conduct its clinical research studies in accordance with, the 
international Conference on Harmonization's (ICH) Guidelines for Good Clinical Practice

1508 College Street •  Macon. Georgia 31207-0003 
(478) 301-4101 •  FAX (478) 301-2329
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